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Abstract
A discrete dynamical system is a pair (X, cf;) comprising a non-empty set X and a map
cf; : X ---+ X. A study is made of the effect of repeated application of cf; on X, whereby points
and subsets of X are classified according to their behaviour under iteration. These subsets
include the JULIA and FATOU sets of the map and the sets of periodic and preperiodic
points, and many interesting questions arise in the study of their properties.
Such questions have been extensively studied in the case of complex dynamics, but much
recent work has focussed on non-archimedean dynamical systems, when X is projective
space over some field equipped with a non-archimedean metric. This work has uncovered
many parallels to complex dynamics alongside more striking differences.
In this thesis, various aspects of the theory of non-archimedean dynamics are presented,
with particular reference to JULIA and FATOU sets and the relationship between good
reduction of a map and the empty JULIA set. We also discuss questions of the finiteness
of the sets of periodic points in special contexts.
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Opsomming
'n Paar (X, <jJ) bestaande uit 'n nie-leë versameling X tesame met 'n afbeelding <jJ: X -+ X
vorm 'n diskrete dinamiese sisteem. In die bestudering van so 'n sisteem lê die klem op
die uitwerking op elemente van X van herhaalde toepassing van <jJ op die versameling.
Elemente en subversamelings van X word geklasifiseer volgens dinamiese kriteria en op
hierdie wyse ontstaan die JULIA en FATOU versamelings van die afbeelding en die ver-
samelings van periodiese en preperiodiese punte. Interessante vrae oor die eienskappe van
hierdie versamelings kom na vore.
In die geval van komplekse dinamika is sulke vrae reeds deeglik bestudeer, maar onlangse
werk is op nie-archimediese dinamiese sisteme gedoen, waar X 'n projektiewe ruimte is
oor 'n liggaam wat met 'n nie-archimediese norm toegerus is. Hierdie werk het baie
ooreenkomste maar ook treffende verskille met die komplekse dinamika uitgewys.
In hierdie tesis word daar ondersoek oor verskeie aspekte van die teorie van nie-archimediese
dinamika ingestel, in besonder met betrekking tot die JULIA en FATOU versamelings en
die verband tussen goeie reduksie van 'n afbeelding en die leë JULIA versameling. Vrae
oor die eindigheid van versamelings van periodiese punte in spesiale kontekste word ook
aangebied.
III
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Given a map cp from a non-empty set X to itself, a study of the results of repeated
application (or "iteration") of the map often yields interesting and valuable information
about cp. To emphasize the role of the "dynamics" of the map, we refer to such a pair
(X, cp) as a discrete dynamical system. It is usual to identify points and subsets of X
which satisfy certain dynamical criteria with respect to the map cp: for example, we ask
which are the fixed points of cp - those points x E X such that cp(x) = x; and a step
further, which are the fixed points of cpn for some n E N\ {O} (the periodic points of cp).
Points and sets of X thus become intrinsics of the map cp and can be studied with the
aim of learning more about the map.
Endowing the set X of a discrete dynamical system (X, cp) with a metric opens up further
possibilities for study: we can ask how the distances between points are affected under
iteration. In exploring these possibilities when X is the RIEMANN sphere lPl(C) equipped
with the spherical metric arising from the archimedean absolute value on C and cp(z) E
<C(z) is a rational map, the subject of complex dynamical systems was born. Complex
dynamics is a rich area of study with its origins in the work of JULIA and FATOU early
this century. Central to this field are sets named in their respective honour - the JULIA
and FATOU sets of a given rational map cp. Roughly speaking, the FATOU set of a map
cp consists of all the points of lPl(C) for which small errors stay small under iteration:
that is, if two points are "close" together and both are in the FATOU set, then their
iterates under cp will still be "close". The complement of the FATOU set is the JULIA
set of cp. Comprising as it does those points of X for which small errors can become
large under iteration, the JULIA set often turns out to be a complicated fractal set which
splits the FATOU set into a large set of connected components, called FATOU components.
1
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The images of points of the FATOU set are clearly also in the FATOU set, but more than
that, cP maps points of any FATOU component into some other FATOUcomponent, thereby
inducing a map, say <1>, on the set of FATOU components, to itself. Thus, this set, together
with <1>, is a dynamical system. It so happens that in this system, each point is preperiodic
- i.e. each FATOU component is ultimately mapped to some repeating sequence of FATOU
components, under the induced action of the map cP of which we are considering the
FATOU set. This is the celebrated "No Wandering Domains Theorem" which stood as a
conjecture for a long period before being proved in its full generality by D.SULLIVAN in
1985.
To enter the realm of non-archimedean dynamical systems, we instead consider non-
archimedean norms on fields, such as the p-adie metric for a fixed prime p on Q or its
extension to the field np, which is the (algebraically closed) completion of the algebraic
closure of the completion of Q under this metric. This subject can be seen to be a study of
local dynamical information with a view towards better understanding the global picture,
paralleling the frequent number theoretic use of local-global principles. For example,
given a DEDEKIND domain R, we can consider the quotient field K of R equipped with
valuations coming from each of the distinct non-zero prime ideals of R in turn, and study
the (local) dynamical properties of a map cP : pn(K) -+ pn(K) at each such non-zero
prime. Piecing together the information thus obtained yields data about the map cP.
MORTON and SILVERMANuse just such a procedure to produce units in a number field,
in [13].
The theory currently being developed in non-archimedean dynamics exhibits parallels to
complex dynamics as well as more striking differences: while BENEDETTO has shown in
[1] that there is a similar "No Wandering Domains" theorem in p-adic dynamics, (where
the notion of "components" had to be modified owing to the total disconnectedness of np),
it is possible for the JULIA set of a map cP to be non-compact, or even empty - phenomena
which are not possible in the archimedean case. In fact, SILVERMANand MORTON [13]
have shown that for a large class of maps - namely those which have good reduction in
some coordinate system - the JULIA set is empty.
The relationship of the good reduction of a map to its JULIA set being empty is one of
the principal avenues of exploration undertaken in this thesis. Firstly, though, we set the
stage by outlining rudimentary facts in the study of non-archimedean dynamical systems.
We then proceed to define the JULIA and FATOU sets and to elucidate some of their
2
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interesting properties for maps of the projective line over a non-archimedean field to itself.
Following this we generalize the good reduction / empty JULIA set result of MORTON
and SILVERMAN: they showed that it holds for rational maps cp : pI (K) -+ pI (K),
where K is some non-archimedean valued field, but it is also true for rational maps
'IjJ : pn(K) -+ pn(K) where ti is any positive integer.
The question of whether good reduction is equivalent to having empty JULIA set is very
difficult for general maps of smooth projective varieties, but for polynomial maps of the
projective line over a non-archimedean field to itself, BENEDETTO has managed to settle
this question completely. As a prelude to a discussion of his findings, we define a non-
archimedean analogue of the MANDELBROT set and show how it catalogues all quadratic
maps of the projective line to itself having good reduction in some co-ordinate system
(unless the characteristic of the residue field is two). Applying this information, we are
able to establish the equivalence of a quadratic polynomial map of pI (K) to itself having
good reduction to its JULIA set being empty, barring the case where the characteristic of
the residue field is two.
A valuable example of a discrete dynamical system is given by a variety X defined over
a number field K, together with a morphism cp : X -+ X. In Chapter 5 we shall discuss
the fascinating result of NORTHCOTT [15], which shows that in this case there exists
a finite bound on the number of preperiodic, K-rational points, depending only on the
degree [K : QJ. (As the name suggests, preperiodic points of a map cp are those points
x E X such that there exist m, n E N\{O}; mi=- ti such that cpm(x) = cpn(x) - i.e. after a
finite number of iterates, each preperiodic point is mapped onto a periodic point). Much
recent work has focussed on determining such bounds for different classes of maps. (For
example, in 1994, MEREL [12J showed that the set of integers ti for which the elliptic
curve X defined over a number field K has K-rational n-torsion points is bounded above
by an expression depending only on the degree [K : QJ. This was the final step, building
on work of MANIN, MAZUR, KAMIENNY, FREY and FALTINGS, in proving the "uniform
boundedness conjecture" to be true: viewing CPn : X -+ X as multiplication by some
integer n, then (X, CPn) is a dynamical system, and applying NORTHCOTT'S theorem it
follows that there exist at most finitely many K-rational n-torsion points. Since this is
true for each n, from MEREL'S result we know that the total number of K-rational torsion
points of X is finite, and depends only on the degree of the number field over Q.)
Returning to the case where the field of definition of the variety is equipped with a non-
3
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archimedean metric, we present a theorem of MORTON and SILVERMAN which deals both
with good reduction and the finiteness of the number of periodic points of a certain kind:
in this situation, if the projective line is mapped to itself by some separable morphism
which has good reduction and degree at least two, then the morphism has at most finitely
many attracting periodic points.
Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, this is an area of active research (see
for example [7] or [8]). In more general situations, properties of sets of periodic points of
varieties equipped with morphisms are used to obtain important geometric and arithmetic
information.
4
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Non-archimedean valued fields and the p-adics
A norm is a special kind of function by means of which a field can be endowed with a
metric topology. An example is the absolute value function on Q (the rational numbers)
which gives us the notion of the "size" of rational numbers and the distance between
them. The properties by means of which a norm is defined are precisely what is needed
so as to induce a metric on the given space, namely non-negativity; zero being precisely
what is mapped to the identity of the ordered abelian group which is the image of the
space under the norm; multiplicativity; and the triangle inequality.
A famous theorem of OSTROWSKI asserts that up to topological equivalence, the only
norms which Q admits are the usual absolute value and the p-adic norms associated to
each integer prime p. Unlike the usual absolute value with the Euclidean distance on ]Rn
to which it gives rise, these p-adic norms are little served by our intuition. This is because
p-adic norms are non-archimedean: they satisfy a stronger inequality than the triangle
inequality where the addition of elements is concerned:
Definition 2.1 A norm I . I on a field K is said to be non-archimedean if, for every
x, y E K, with lxi ~ Iyl, then for every N E N, also lxi ~ INyl.
Any other norm is called archimedean.
Definition 2.2 A norm I . I on a field K is said to satisfy the ultrametric property if, for
every x, y E K, Ix + yl :S maxj]»], Iyl}·
A norm is non-archimedean if and only if it satisfies the ultrametric property: firstly it
is a triviality that all norms which satisfy the ultrametric property are non-archimedean.
5
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On the other hand, if (K, I . I) is a non-archimedean normed field, then 111< 111= 1
implies that INI ::; 1 for every N E N. But then, if Izl ::; 1, also [z + 11 ::; 1 :
n n
[z + lin = II:: (7) zn-il < I:: I (n Ilzn-il
i=O i=O
from the triangle inequality. Here, I (f) I < 1 and Izn-il < 1 for all n, i.
Thus, [z + lin ::; n+ 1 for every n E N. However, since for each E > 0, there exists MEN
such that ~M + 1 < 1 + E, we know that Iz + 11 ::; 1. Now let x and y be arbitrary
elements of K, not both zero, and consider Ix + yl. Suppose WLOG that Iyl ::; lxi =1= O.
Then applying what we have just shown, Ix + yl = Ixl11+ ~I ::; lxi since I~I ::; 1. i.e.
Ix+ yl ::; max{lxl, Iyl}·
It is clear that ultrametricity implies the triangle inequality: if Ix + yl ::; maxj]»], Iyl},
then also [z + yl ::; [z] + Iyl·
A useful consequence of the ultrametric property is the following: whenever l, mEK and
Ill> Iml, then Il+ ml = Ill:
indeed, if l, mEK with Ill> Iml, then III = Il+ m - ml ::; max{ll + ml, Iml} = Il + ml
(since III 1. Iml)· Thus Il+ ml ::; max{lll, Iml} = III implies Il+ ml = III= max{lll, Iml}·
Some topological oddities which arise in the metric topology of a non-archimedean norm
are the following, (where throughout we let (K, I . I) be any non-archimedean normed
field): (0) Each triangle is isoceles:
If w, y, z E K, then if [z - wi =1= [z - yl, say [z - yl > [z - wI, we have that lw - yl =
lw - z + z - yl = [z - yl from ultrametricity.
(1) Each point of a disc is a centre of the disc:
(By "disc", we mean a set of the form Dr(x) = {z EK: [z - xl < r} or the "closed disc"
Dr(x) = {z EK: [z - xl::; r}.)
If Dr(x) is a disc in K and y E Dr(x) is chosen arbitrarily, then for any other z in the
disc, ly - zl = ly - x + x - zl ::; max{ly - z], [z - zl} < r, and if wEK has lw - yl < r
then also lw - xl = lw - y + Y - xl < r as before, so that Dr(x) = Dr(Y) (and similarly
for the "closed" disc Dr(x) ).
(2) If two discs intersect, then they are either equal or one is properly contained in the
other:
Suppose that there exists wE Dr(x)nDs(Y) and that there exists zE Dr(x)\Ds(Y)' Then
from (1), we know that Dr(x) = Dr(w) and Ds(Y) = Ds(w). It is then trivial that either
Dr(x) = Ds(Y) or one of these discs is properly contained in the other.
6
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We shall often work with rank one valuations rather than norms. These provide an
alternative (though entirely equivalent) viewpoint to that given by norms, although they
fit into the context of more general valuations, for which there is a well developed theory.
Definition 2.3 A non-archimedean valuation on a field K is a function
v : K --? ru {oo} where (I", +, --<) is an ordered abelian group and 00 represents some
object such that for every (J E I', (J --< 00 and (J + 00 = 00, with the following properties:
(0) v(f) = 00 {::}f = 0
(1) v(gh) = v(g) + v(h) for every g, hEK
(2) v(g + h) ~ min{ v(g), v(h)} for every g, hEK
If r is a subgroup of (JR., +), then v is a rank one valuation.
From any rank one valuation a norm which provides precisely the same information as
the valuation itself, may be defined as follows: if r E JR.; r > 1 then let Izlv = r-v(z). It is
easily seen that this is a norm. The set of all possible norms of elements of K\ {O} = K*
forms a subgroup of (JR.+, .) called the value group of the valuation, which we denote by
IK*I·
The p-adic valuation on Q for a fixed prime p is a mapping to (Z, +) U {oo} defined by
vp(%) = vp(pnf) = n, where pt g;p t h, and we pick r = p to define the associated norm:
IËI = Ipn*1 = p-vp(%) = «: = Ipnl.
Because of the information which they give about the divisibility of numbers by fixed
primes, the p-adic valuations have important applications in Number Theory, where they
are used to piece together local algebraic information (at each prime) in order to establish
facts which are pertinent to the overall or global understanding of some number theoretical
question.
It is often convenient in dynamical systems for the valued field with which we work to be
complete, algebraically closed, or both. In the p-adic context, we make use of the smallest
algebraically closed field extending Q which is complete under the norm arising from the
p-adic valuation. Unlike its counterpart <C, the algebraic closure of the completion of Q
under the p-adic metric is not complete. It is thus necessary to take the completion of this
extension of Q (which is algebraically closed) as the analogue of <C in the non-archimedean
setting. For more details on this field, (np, vp), we refer the reader to KOBLITZ, [9].
7
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Given a normed field, the polynomial ring with coefficients in the field is equipped with
a norm which arises in a very natural way and which we shall find particularly useful:
Definition 2.4 If (K, I . I) is a normed field, then the GAUSS norm of a polynomial
f E K[xo, ... ,xn] for some r 2: 0, is defined to be
IflG := max{lal : a is a coefficient of fl·
It is not difficult to show that this is in fact a norm, and that should the norm on K
be non-archimedean it inherits this non-archimedeanity. (See BOSCH et al., [3] for the
details.) Given the ring of formal power series in one variable with coefficients in a normed
field (K, I . I), we can analogously define a GAUSS norm on the algebra
00
K{z} := {f(z) = Laizi E K[[z]] : lail--+ 0 as i --+ oo}
i=O
but here this norm is not multiplicative: given power series f and g, IflGlglG may strictly
exceed IfglG, although this cannot occur in the case of polynomials.
2.2 Elementary facts from non-archimedean analysis
We develop certain facts here which will prove useful in our later discussion.
Let a rank one non-archimedean valued field (K, v) (i.e. a field equipped with a non-
archimedean valuation) be fixed throughout the subsequent discussion.
Definition 2.5 The ring of integers OK of (K, v) is defined by:
OK = {z EK: v(z) 2: o].
Remarks
• For any non-archimedean valued field (K, v), OK is a valuation ring (i.e. it is a
local ring in which the ideals are linearly ordered by inclusion) with valuation ideal
MK = {z EK: v(z) > O},
• If a E OK, we use the following notation for reduction modulo MK : li = a + MK.
• We denote the residue field OK/MK by K.
8
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Definition 2.6 The valued field (K, v) is called henselian if it satisfies the following con-
dition: Whenever i(x) = ao + ... + anxn E OK [x] and there exists ao E OK such
that i(ao) 0 (modMK) but f'(ao) =t= 0 (modMK) (that is, ao E K is a simple root of
J(x) = ao+·· ·+anxn E K[x]), then there exists a unique a E OK such that a-ao E MK
and i(a) = o.
The unique lifting of simple roots criterion used to define henselian fields is usually referred
to as "HENSEL'S Lemma," since it was first shown to be valid for Qp (the completion of
Q under the p-adic metric, sometimes called "HENSEL'S field of p-adics") by HENSEL.
HENSEL'S Lemma turns out to be analogous to the classical method of numerical approx-
imation of roots due to NEWTON. (See KOBLITZ [9].)
Each algebraically closed valued field is henselian, since any polynomial can be expressed
as a product of linear factors over such a field, so any simple root of a reduced polynomial
clearly corresponds to a unique root of the polynomial in the ring of integers. (Observe
that each root must be in the valuation ring, since if
i(x) = (x - ao) ... (x - an) = Co + ... + Cn+1Xn+1,
then Cn+1-k= 2: ail' .. aik so from ultrametricity, if precisely k roots of i are not
il<i2<...<ik
in OK, then V(Cn+1-k) < 0.)
For subsequent use, we now state a similar condition to that given by HENSEL'S Lemma,
and show that it is true for any non-archimedean valued field which is complete. It is
formulated for power series, as follows:
Lemma 2.1 (HENSEL'S Lemma for Power Series) Let (K, v) be a complete
non-archimedean valued field, and i (x) = 2: aixi E OK {x}. Suppose that there are poly-
i>O
nomials go and ho in OK[X] such that
(a) go is monic of degree l;
(b) ho and go (the coefficient-wise reduced polynomials in K[x]) are relatively prime; and
(c) i goho(modMK) (so that J, the reduced series, is a polynomial - i.e. almost all of
the coefficients of i are in MK).
Then there exists a monic polynomial g E OK[X] of degree l and a power series
h(x) E OK[[X]] such that g go (mod MK), h ho (mod MK) and i = gh.
Proof: Assuming that I. go and ho are as above, we construct two sequences of polyno-
mials with limits g and h respectively, which yield the desired factorization of f :
9
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the GAUSS norm on K{x} can also be expressed additively by setting
VG(L aixi) := IJl1r-{ v(ai)}'
i>O -
(We refer to the function VG as the Gaussian valuation on K {x}.)
From (c), vG(f - 90ho) > O. Applying BEZOUT'S identity in K[x], by (b) there exist
u, w E OK [x] such that VG(u90 + who - 1) > O. Now there also exists 7r E MK such
that vG(U90+ who - 1) ~ v(7r) > 0 and vG(f - 90ho) ~ v(7r) > O. (Indeed, any 7r E MK
such that v(7r) = min{ vG(f - 90ho), VG(U90+ who - I)} could be chosen.) We proceed to
inductively construct polynomials 9n and b; E OK[X] such that
(i) 9n is monic of degree l;
(ii) VG(9n - 9n-I) ~ nV(7r) and voih-. - hn-1) ~ nV(7r); and
(iii) vG(f - 9nhn) ~ (n + l)v(7r).
Setting 9-1 = 90 and h_1 = ho, these conditions are satisfied for ti = O. Now suppose that
such polynomials have been constructed for n = 1, ... , m. Because of (d), there exists M
such that v(ai) > (m + 2)v(7r) for every i > M. But then
00
VG( L aixi)
i=M+l
> (m + 2)v(7r),
so since VG is non-archimedean,
00 M 00
VG(L aixi - 9mhm) ~ min{ VG(L aixi - 9mhm), vG( L aixi)}.
i=O i=O i=M+l
00
The induction hypothesis ensures that vGCE aixi - 9mhm) ~ (m + l)v(7r), and hence
i=O
M
VG(L aixi - 9mhm) ~ (m + l)v(7r).
i=O
Thus we can define y E OK[X] by:
M
7rm+1y = L aixi - 9mhm.
i=O
(2.1)
Now in OK[X], we can divide yw by 9m, obtaining: yw = q9m +r where deg r < deg 9m =
l or r = O. Then
yU9m + (q9m + r)hm
(yu + qhm)9m + rli.;
10
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Define u* := yu + qhm and w* := T, and now set 9m+1 = 9m + 7I"m+1w* and hm+1
hm+7I"m+1u*. Observe that u*,w* E OK[X].
Furthermore, since deg w* < deg 9m = l, 9m+1 is also monic of degree l. (In general
though, deg u* could exceed deg hm.) Now
f - 9m+1hm+1
00 M
L aixi + L aixi - 9mhm + 9mhm - (gm + 7I"m+1w*)(hm + 7rm+1u*)
i=M+l i=O
00L aixi + 7rm+ly - 7I"m+lw*hm - 7I"m+lu*9m - 7I"m+l7rm+lu*w* from (2.1)
i=M+l
00L aixi + 7rm+ly - 7I"m+l(YU9m + ywhm) - 7I"2m+2u*w*,
i=M+l
where the last equality holds from the definition of u* and of w*.
Now
VG(Ugl + whl - 1)
VG(U(gl - go) + w(hl - ho) + U90 + who - 1)
> mini vG(u) + VG(9l - go); vG(w) + vG(hl - ho); vG(ugo + who - I)}
> mini vG(u) + v(7I"); vG(w) + v(7I"); v(7I")}
from assumption (ii) and the choice of 71";
v(7I") since u, w E OK[X],
so that continuing inductively yields vG(ugm + whm - 1) ~ v(7I").
But then VG(YU9m + ywhm - y) ~ v(7I") + vG(y). Thus
vG(f - 9m+1hm+1)
00
= vG( L aixi + 7I"m+1y - 7I"m+1(yugm + ywhm) - 7I"2m+2u*w*)
i=M+l
00
~ mini vG( L aixi), V(7I"m+1) + VG(YU9m + ywhm - y), V(7I"2m+2) + VG(U*W*)}
i=M+l
~ min{(m + 2)v(7I"), (m + l)v(7I") + V(7I") + vG(y), (2m + 2)v(7I") + vG(u*w*)}
= (m + 2)v(7I") as required.
Moreover,
and
so that 9m+1 and hm+1 satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii). By induction, then, we have constructed
sequences of functions of which it is now possible to take the limits under VG. These limits
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will exist owing to the completeness of K under the valuation v. (It is possible to show
that K {x} is complete with respect to VG whenever K is complete with respect to v.) We
denote these limits respectively by g and h and observe that g is a monic polynomial of
degree l, with g - go (mod MK) and h is a power series satisfying h ho (mod MK),
with 1= gh. o
In passing we mention an easy consequence of HENSEL'S Lemma for Power Series, namely:
Corollary 2.1 Every complete, non-archimedean valued field is henselian.
Proof: Since each complete, non-archimeadean valued field satisfies HENSEL'S Lemma
for Power Series, we need only show that this implies that HENSEL'S Lemma also holds.
Now if I(x) E OK [x] has 1(0:) 0 (mod MK) and 1'(0:) 1= 0 (mod MK) for some
0: E OK, then (x - 0:) is a polynomial in OK[X], for which (x - ei) and (~~~) are relatively
prime in K[x], so that from the above lemma, there exists a E OK and h(x) E OK[X] such
that I(x) = (x - a)h(x), with h(x) = (~~~)"It follows that no root of h reduces to 0:. But
then a is unique such that a - 0: E MK and I(a) = o. 0
In particular, Qp, the completion of Q under the p-adic metric, is henselian, as is (np, Vp).
Remarks
• An interesting characterization of henselian fields is the following:
A non-archimedean valued field (K, v) (where the valuation is non-trivial) is
henselian if and only if the valuation v has a unique prolongation (i.e. an extension
as of functions) to a valuation on any given algebraic closure of K.
• We have already mentioned a fact which follows as a trivial consequence of this
characterization, namely that each algebraically closed, non-archimedean valued
field is henselian.
• The above corollary also follows from this result, since it is possible to show that
the valuation on any complete non-archimedean valued field admits a unique pro-
longation to a valuation on any given algebraic closure.
• (For the details, we refer the reader to MCCARTHY'S text [11].)
For the remainder of the chapter, we assume that K is algebraically closed and complete
with respect to a valuation of rank one. In this context, we have a marvellous tool for
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investigating the roots of a given polynomial f(x) = ao + alX + ... + anxn E K[xl, which
goes by the name of the NEWTON polygon of f. This is defined to be the lower convex
hull of {(i, v(ai)) : i = 0,1, ... , n} on an XY-axis system. Although it does not enable
us to find the roots explicitly, it is easily shown that if - A is a slope of some segment of
the NEWTON polygon which has a projection on the X-axis of total length l, then f has
precisely l roots of value A.
The NEWTON polygon of a given power series g(z)
00
I:b.z' E K[[z]] is defined to be
i=O
n
the limit of the NEWTON polygons of the nth partial sums gn(z) = I:bizi of g, and it
i=O
encodes similar information about the values of roots of g. For our discussion we require
00
Definition 2.7 A power series f(x) = L: aixi with coefficients in K is said to converge
i=O_ N_
on Dr(O) = {z EK: Izl ::; r} if limN--tooL: aizi exists for all z E Dr(O).
i=O
Observe that the condition limi--toolailri = 0 is then both necessary and sufficient for
00
the convergence of the power series f(x) = L: aixi on Dr(O) in the non-archimedean
i=O
situation. This is clearly in contrast to the archimedean case, where the above condition
is not sufficient for convergence of power series.
Now if Jl- is a value which is assumed by some z within the radius of convergence of g,
(i.e. there exists z such that 9 converges at zand v(z) = jJ-), then if no side of the
NEWTON polygon has gradient -jJ-, no roots of 9 have value J-L; while if a segment of the
NEWTON polygon has slope -J-L and this segment has finite projection on the X-axis (say
the projection has length m), then there exist precisely m roots of 9 with value J-L.
A very useful application of NEWTON polygons is the following "Roots Theorem" which
gives a simple condition for the existence and number of roots of a given norm, of a power
series with coefficients in an algebraically closed, non-archimedean valued field. Firstly
though, we define some terminology:
Definition 2.8 If r E IK*I and x E K, then Dr(x) is called a rational closed disc. (This
term originates from the p-adic setting, where Inpi is a subset of Q.)
00
Theorem 2.1 (Roots Theorem) If f = I:CiXi E K[[x]] is a non-zero power series
i=O
which converges on some rational closed disc Dr(O), then there exists a E K with f(a) = 0
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and lal = r if and only if there exist m, n E N, m > n with
Icmlrm = Icnlrn = rr:OX{lcilri}.
If we choose mand n such that for every t > m, ictlrt < Icmlrm and for every s < n,
Icsirs < Icnlrn, then there exist precisely m - n roots of f on Cr(O) := {z EK: Izl = r}.
Proof:
Suppose that there exists a root a of f with lal = r. Then
00
If(a)1 = IL Ciail = 0 < rr>~X{lcilri}.
i=O -
If icjlrj = maxi>o{lcilri} for a unique j, then from ultrametricity, If(a)1 = ICjlrj. Indeed,
limi--+ooICilri = 0 from the convergence of f on Dr(O) so that the ultrarnetric property is
applicable even though the sum is infinite:
00 j-I 00
IL Ciail = max{1L Ciail, ICjlrj, IL Ciail},
i=O i=O i=j+1
N
because I L Ciail < ICjlrj for each N > j. But then ICjlrj = 0, contradicting the fact
i=j+1
that f is non-zero. Hence, there exist m, n E N with m > n, such that
icmlrm = Icnlrn = rr~~X{lcilri}
and for which ICtlrt < Icmlrm, for every t > m, and Icsirs < icnlrn, for every s < n.
Now if t > m, then since lal = r, also v(Ct) + tv(a) > v(cm) + mv(a), which implies that
() v(Ct) - v(cm)-va < .t-m (2.2)
Similarly for s < n, we have v(cs) + sv(a) > v(cn) + nv(a), so that
() v(cn) - v(cs)-va> .n-s (2.3)
This implies that each point (s, v(cs)) with s < n lies above the line through (n, v(cn))
of gradient -v(a). Since the line segment between (n, v(cn)) and (m, v(cm)) has slope
-v(a) (clearly Icmlrm = Icnlrn implies that v(cm) + mv(a) = v(cn) + nv(a)), we see that
(n, v(cn)) is in fact a vertex of the NEWTON polygon, from the definition. Moreover, if
s < n, then no point (s, v(cs)) can be a vertex of the NEWTON polygon which begins a
segment of slope -v(a).
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Each point (j, v(Cj)) for j > n is on or above the line through (n, v(cn)) of gradient -v(a),
since otherwise, there exists some point (i, v (ci)) for i > n, such that
V(Ci) - v(cn) ( ). < -va,
'/,-n
from which it would follow, reversing the calculations performed to obtain (2.2) and (2.3),
that Icilri > Icnlrn.
Again because the line segment between (n, v(cn)) and (m, v(cm)) has slope -v(a),
(m, v(cm)) is also on the NEWTON polygon. Because of condition (2.2), in order to see
that (m, v(cm)) is also a vertex of the NEWTON polygon it only remains to show that the
polygon does not have a final infinite segment of slope -v(a). Suppose that this were the
case. Then i is not a polynomial, and for every i > m, there exists j > i such that the
vertical distance from (j, v (Cj)) to this line is less than or equal to the vertical distance
from (i, V(Ci)) to the line. That is,
V(Cj) - [-v(a)(j - m) + v(cm)] <
{:} v(Cj) + jv(a) - mv(a) <
{:} v(cjaj) <
{:} ICjIrj >
V(Ci) - [-v(a)(i - m) + v(cm)]
V(Ci) + iv(a) - mv(a)
v(ciai)
ICilri,
which is not possible since for arbitrarily large i > m, we have that ICilri =1= 0 (since i is
not a polynomial in the case under study) and limHoo Ictlrt = O.
We conclude that (n, v(cn)) and (m, v(cm)) are in fact vertices of the NEWTON polygon
of t, so that precisely (m - n) roots of i have norm r.
Conversely, supposing the existence of a greatest m and a least n such that
Icmlrm = Icnlrn = rr:ox{lcilri},
where m > n, then since there exists, E K such that Irl = r (as the disc Dr(O) is
rational) the above discussion with v(a) replaced by v(r) suffices to show that (n, v(cn))
and (m, v (cm)) are vertices of the NEWTON polygon of t, and there thus exist m - n roots
of i with norm r. o
00
Observation: Suppose that i = L:Ci(Z - a)i is a non-zero power series with coefficients
i=O
in K which converges in some closed rational disc Dr(a) about some a E K. Then it is
clear from the roots theorem that there exists a E K with i(a) = 0 and la - al = r if
and only if there exist m, nE N, m > n with
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The number of such roots on Cr (a) := {z EK: Iz - a I = r} can be calculated as in the
theorem.
00
Corollary 2.2 If f = E Ci(Z - a)i E K[[z]] is a power series converging in some disc
i=O .
Dw(a) and rE IK*I has 0 < r < w, then
(a) r' = maxi2:1{Icilri} exists and is attained by f on Dr(a) (i.e. there is some a E Dr(a)
such that If(a) - col = r'); d = max{ i 2: 1 : ICilri = r'} also exists, and
(b) f is a d-to-one mapping of Dr(a) onto Drl(co).
Proof:
(a) From the convergence of f on Dr(a), we know that r' and d are finite. Now suppose
that, E K has 1,1 = r',
00 00
Then let g(z) = f(z) - Co-, =ECi(Z - a)i - "ï- We can write g(z) =E bi(z - a)i where
i=l i=O
we let c, = bi for each i > 0, and -, = bo. But then maxi2:o{lbilri} = maxi2:1{r', ICilri} is
attained for indices 0 and d : indeed, 1,1 = Ibaira = Ibdlrd = r', From the roots theorem
we thus know that there exists a E K for which la - al = rand g(a) = O. But then
f(a) - Co= ,. i.e. If(a) - col = r', so that r' is attained.
(b)For any z E Dr(a), then
00
If(z) - col
i=l
< ~>alx{lcillz - ali}
< ~>alx{lcilri} = r',
so that f(Dr(a)) ~ Dr'(co).
Now pick any y E Dr' (co). If ly - CoI= r', then we have seen in (a) that precisely d points
of Cr(a) = {z EK: [z - al = r} map to y.
Thus let ly - CoI < r', and define
00
gy(z) := f(z) - y =LCi(Z - a)i + Co- y.
i=l
Define t := ly - col. WLOG we can suppose that t > 0, since otherwise we pick b E Dr(a)
such that f(b) =f Co, express f as a power series about b, and then consider ly - f(b) I
instead. (Recall that Dr(a) = Dr(b).) Now as s ranges over all real numbers between r
and 0, from the continuity of the functions ICilsi, we know that maxi2:1{Icilsi} ranges from
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r' to O. Thus, there exists St E (0, r) such that t = maxi;::1{ICilsn. Let d(t) = max{i 2: 1 :
ICils~= t}. Clearly, d(t) :::;d, (since otherwise, if led+ilst+i 2: ledlsf for some i > 0, then
ICd+il2: ledlsti so that because St < r,
ICd+ilrd+i 2: ledlstird+i = ICdlrd(:Ji > ICdlrd;
a contradiction).
Now observe that St E IK*I, since for some i, leils~ = ly - col, so St is the norm of a root of
Xi - Y~iCO,which exists in K as it is algebraically closed. Then maXj;::1{ly - col, lejlsn =
t = ly - col = ICd(t)ls~(t), so from the roots theorem, gy has precisely d(t) roots on CSt(a).
i.e. at least d(t) points of Dr(a) are mapped to y, so that if d(t) = d, then we are done.
Otherwise (for d(t) < d), consider the expression maxj;::l{lcjlsj} for s decreasing from r
to O. From the continuity of each function ICjlsj, for d (which corresponds to the radius
r) to drop to d(t), if d(t) :::; d - mo then there must exist some So E (0, r) such that
ICd-mo Isg-mo = led Isg for some maximal mo in {1, 2, ... , d - 1}, and for each s < so, and
o :::; i < mo, then ICd-mo lsd-mo > ICd-i ISd-i .
Continuing inductively, we find SI E (0, so) such that ICd_mllsf-ml = lCd-moIsf-mo for
maximal ml in mo + 1, ... ,d - 1 and ICd_mllsd-ml > ICd_ilsd-i for s < SI and 0 :::;i <
ml; and so on, until we have identified so, SI, ... ,Sk in IR and mo, ml, ... ,mk in N such
that k :::; d - 1; r > So > SI > ... > Sk > 0; 0 < mo < ml < ... < mk < d
and lCd-mi Ist-mi = ICd_mi_llsf-mi-l for each i E {O, 1, ... ,k}. By construction, these
Si are points in (O,r) at which the indices d(S') = max{i 2: 1: ICilsi = s'} drop by
mi - mi-l for i > 0 and by mo for so. Thus, if l is maximal such that t = ly - col has
1
ICd_ml+lls~;nI+l < t :::; ICd_mlls1-ml, then d(t) = d - mo - E(mi - mi-I) = d - ml. Now
i=l
by the choice of maximal mj at every step, if we consider maXj;::1{ly - col, ICjls1} for
fixed i with i :::;l, the maximum will be assumed for indices d - mi-l and d - mi. Thus,
from the roots theorem, d - mi-l - (d - mi) = mi - mi-l is the number of points of
CSi (a) which are mapped to y. Tallying up the total number of roots on such circles gives
mo + (ml - mo) + ... + (ml - ml-I) = ml points which are mapped to y. Together with
the d( t) points on CSt (a) which have image y, there are thus at least d = d( t) + ml points
in the pre-image of y.
We now need to see that our counting includes all possible pre-images of a given point.
So suppose again that ly - col = t, and let Zo E Dr(a) be a pre-image of y under f. Then
gy has a root on Cjzo-al (a). From the roots theorem, there is more than one index for
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which maxi:2:I{ly-col, Icillzo-ali} is assumed. Thus, unless Izo-al = St (for St as defined
above), we must have that Izo - al = Si for some i E {O, 1, ... ,k}. Hence, as asserted, f
is a d-to-one mapping of Dr(a) onto Dr' (co). 0
Throughout, our discussion will focus on dynamical systems where the underlying set is
an algebraic variety or a subset thereof. We thus begin by fixing some relevant notation.
We denote the scheme ProjK[xo, ... ,xn] by!PK, and its set of K-rational points by IF(K).
(The latter are the closed points of the scheme, which can be thought of as the set of all
equivalence classes of (n+ 1)-tuples of elements of K, not all of which are zero, determined
up to multiplication by a non-zero constant.)
When considering the K-rational points of the projective line !Pk over the normed field
(K, I· I), throughout we make the following identification:
!p1(K) := {[a: 1] : a E K} U {[1 : DJ} = K U 00.
Thereby we identify any x E K with the point [x : 1] E JPI(K).
Much of our work will focus on the dynamics of rational maps of projective spaces. Recall
that a rational map <P: !PK -+ !PK is a mapping which is determined by the action of a set
of (n + 1) homogeneous polynomials of the same degree (say <Po,... ,<Pn) on the elements
xo, ... ,xn. This induces a mapping of homogeneous co-ordinates for !Pn(K) as follows:
<p([xo : ... : xn)) = [<Po(xo, ... , Xn) : ... : <Pn(XO,"" Xn)]. (!Pn(K), <p) is then typical of
the discrete dynamical systems which will be of interest to us.
Given a rational map <P: JPk --+ JPk, suppose that its action on JPI(K) can be defined by
<p([xo : Xl)) = [<Po(xo, xl) : <PI(Xo, Xl)), where <Poand <PIare homogeneous polynomials of
the same degree. Then, for x E K, we have <p([x : 1)) = [<Po(x,l) : <PI(x, 1)] and this is
the same as [::i:: ~~: 1] =: [<p(x) : 1] provided that <PI(X, 1) to. <Pcan thus be viewed
as a rational function in K(z) defined everywhere on K except for possibly finitely many
poles.
Our interest in power series is based on their providing a local description of the action
of rational maps on JPI(K), as the following lemma illustrates:
Lemma 2.2 If (K, I . I) is a non-archimedean valued field and <p(z) E K(z) is a rational
function, then <Phas a power series expansion about any element of any disc on which it
has no poles.
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Proof: Suppose that D is some disc of radius r which does not contain any poles of ¢,
and that a E D is arbitrary but fixed.
If ¢(z) = ~~:~,then h(z) =1= 0 for each zED - in particular, h(a) =1= 0, so that if
h(z) = ao + al(z - a) + ... + an(z - a)n, then ao =1= O. If h is constant, we are done, so
suppose that the degree of h is at least 1. Then there exists some maximal s > 0 such
that laol > laillz - ali for all z E Ds(a) and for all i ~1. (i.e. s is the least real number
for which laol = lajlsj for some j ~ 1.) If D is a closed disc, then were r to be greater
than or equal to s, from the roots theorem it would follow that h has a root in D; and
if D is an open disc, then were r to be greater than s, this same conclusion would be
reached. In either case then, laol > laillz - ali for all zED and for every i E {I, ... ,n}.
From ultrametricity it then follows that lal(z - a) + ... + an(z - a)nl < laol. But then
00
for each zED. Now it is well known that if It I < 1, then I:ti = l~t' so since
i=O
in fact
_1 = (~) f [-a1(z _ a) - ... _ an(z _ -:
h(z) ao i=O ao ao
Multiplying this power series by g(z) expanded about a yields the required power series
expression for ¢. o
Observation
If K is an algebraically closed field equipped with a non-trivial rank one valuation v, then
IKI is dense in jR+ U {O}.
Proof: Suppose that a E K has lal =1= 0 and lal =1= 1. (Such an element exists since the
valuation is non-trivial.) Now for each n and i, x" - al has a root in K, for every l E Z
and for all n E N so if one such root is {J, then l{Jnl = lall, implying that lal* E IKI, for
every l, n E Z - i.e. lalT E IKI, for every r E Q.
Since Q is dense in JR, the set lalQ U I~IQ is dense in jR+. Because we have shown that
lalQ U I~IQC IKI, it then follows that IKI is dense in jR+ U {O}. 0
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00
Lemma 2.3 If the power series f(z) = L Ci(Z - a)i E K[[z]] maps:
i=O
(aJ Dr(a) d-to-one onto itself for d > 1, then Dr(a) contains precisely d fixed points of f.
(bj Dr(a) onto some disc Drt(a) which properly contains it, then Dr{a) contains at least
one fixed point of f.
00
Proof: (a) Let h(z) = f(z) - z = Co- a + (Cl -l)(z - a) +L Ci(Z - a)i and observe that
i=2
Ih(z)1 ~ r for every z E Dr(a). Thus h is a mapping of Dr(a) into Ds{O) for some s ~ r.
00
From Corollary 2.2(b), d = max{i 2:: 1 : ICilri = r}, so since d > 1, writing h(z) = L bizi
i=O
where we set bo = Co- a; bl = Cl - 1; and bi = c, for every i 2:: 2, then
is the same as d. But then h is a d-fold mapping of Dr(a) onto some disc contained in
Dr(O).
We claim that 0 E h(Dr(a)).
If Ico - al = 0, then this is clearly the case because f(a) = Co.
Otherwise, since Ibll = Icl - 11 ~ max{ ICII,1}, it follows that Ibll ~ 1 because IClir ~
r and hence maxi:::::I{Ibilri} = maxi:::::I {Icilri} = r = ICdlrd, with d > 1. Thus, as in
Corollary 2.2(b) we know that because maxi:::::I {Ibilsi} ranges from r to 0 as s varies from r
to 0, the continuity of the functions Ibilsi for s E (0, r] ensures that if 0 < Ico- al = t ~ r,
we can find St E (0, rl such that max{lbilsU = t. But then, maxi:::::I {Ico - al, IbilsU is
assumed for Ico - al and for some Ibj Is1 with j 2:: 1. From the roots theorem, h thus has
a root on CSt(a). But then 0 E h(Dr(a)) as claimed.
Hence, some disc containing 0 is the d-fold image of Dr (a) under h from (b) of Corol-
lary 2.2. This means that h has exactly d roots in Dr(a), and these are precisely the fixed
points of f.
(b) Again let h(z) = f(z) - z, and again observe that dh = d = max{i 2:: 1 : Ibilri = r'}
because d > 1 as above. Now if Ico- al = 0 then we are done, so suppose that Ico- al > O.
Since Ico - al ~ r', as in (a) we know that we can find St E (0, r] such that Ico - al =
maxi:::::!{lbilsU and h will then have a root on CSt (a). D
Another interesting and related result which we shall require is the following:
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Lemma 2.4 If 4>(z) E K[z] is a non-constant polynomial and Dr(x) C K is any closed
rational disc, then the pre-image of Dr (x) under 4> is a finite union Dl U ... UDv of closed
rational discs, each of which maps mi-ta-one onto Dr(x) under the action of 4> for some
mi ~ 1 for every i E {I, ... , v}.
Proof: Supposing that 0 E Dr(x), we aim firstly to construct discs about each of the
roots of 4>,which are mapped onto Dr(O). If ao E K is a root of 4>and deg 4>= d then
d
we write 4>(z) = L ai(z - ao)i. We know from the continuity of the functions lailti, and
i=l
the fact that their values range from 0 to arbitrarily large as t varies in [0, 00), that there
exists to E (0,00) such that maxI:<;i:<;d{lailtb} = r. (Observe that since K is algebraically
closed and rEIKI, also to EIKI). Now consider Dto(ao) : any z E Dto(ao) has
so that 4>(Dto(ao)) C Dr(O). Moreover, given any Zo E Cr(O), there exists Xo E Cto(ao)
such that 4>(xo) = Zo from the roots theorem: maxI<i<d{r, lailtb} = r = lajltb for some i,
d
so 4>(z) - Zo = -Zo + L ai(z - ao)i has a root on Cto(ao). Hence, with 4>(Dto(ao)) being
i=l
. a disc and Cr(O) C 4>(Dto(ao)), in fact 4>(Dto(ao)) = Dr(O).
From the above together with Corollary 2.2, repeating this procedure for each root of
4>yields a number (say v) of disjoint, closed rational discs, each of which is mapped
mi-to-one onto Dr(O) for mi ~ 1 for every i E {I, ... , v}.
Now suppose that z E Dr(O) has a pre-image under 4>which is not in any of the discs
v
Di for i E {I, ... , v}. Then the degree of 4>must exceed L mi. But then 0 also has more
i=l
v
pre-images than L mi which implies that some root of 4>is not in any of these discs. This
i=l
absurdity proves that indeed, 4>-I(Dr(O)) = Dl U ... U Dv.
Now suppose that 0 tt Dr(x). The mapping x(z) := z + X is clearly a bijection of Dr(O)
onto Dr(x), so the pre-image of Dr(O) under 'I/J(z) := 4>0 x(z) is equal to the pre-image
of Dr(x) under 4>.But 'IjJ is a polynomial, so from what was shown above, we know that
also in this case, the pre-image of Dr(x) under 4>is the union of a finite number of closed
rational discs, each of which is mapped mi-to-one onto Dr(x) for some mi ~ 1. 0
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Chapter 3
Julia and Fatou sets in
non-archimedean dynamics
3.1 Dynamics and the derivative
One would expect that the derivative, being a local measure of the rate of change of
a function, should have an important part to play in the study of dynamical systems.
It is thus not altogether surprising that the derivative provides a valuable classification
of all fixed and periodic points of those discrete dynamical systems in which the notion
of "limit" is admissible. This classification is intimately related to the behaviour under
iteration of points which are "close enough" to these fixed or periodic points.
Definition 3.1 If (K, 1·1) is a complete normed field and (JPI (K), </» is a discrete dynam-
ical system, then the multiplier of a periodic point x EKe JPI (K) of </> of exact period n
(i. e. </>n(x) = x and </>m(x)i= x for every m < n) is (</>n)'(x).
In particular, the multiplier of a fixed point Xo of </> is </>' (xo).
A periodic point of </> is:
super-attracting if its multiplier has zero norm;
attracting if its multiplier has norm less than 1;
neutral if its multiplier is a unit;
repelling if its multiplier has norm greater than 1.
To motivate this classification and to emphasize important dynamical properties of poly-
nomials and rational functions, we state and prove certain interesting lemmas which will
also be required at a later stage. Throughout, assume that (K, v) is an algebraically
closed, complete, non-archimedean valued field.
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Firstly observe that for polynomials, the denomination "non-repelling" is apt in describing
fixed points with multipliers that are less than or equal to 1, since we have the following
Lemma 3.1 If 'IjJ(z) E K[z] is a polynomial of degree at least two, which has a finite, non-
repelling fixed point x, then there exists a unique r E IK*I such that 'IjJ(Dr(x)) = Dr(x)
and'IjJ : Dr(x) -t Dr(x) is m-to-one for some m 2: 2. Moreover, for every t > r, 'IjJ(Dt(x))
properly contains Dt (x) .
d
Proof: Let 'IjJ(z) = X + I:Ci(Z - X)i where d 2: 2 is the degree of 'IjJ. Observe that
i=l
'IjJ'(x) = Cl, so since X is a non-repelling fixed point, ICll :::;1. Also, from Corollary 2.2, for
every t E IR, 'IjJ(Dt(x)) is a (rational) closed disc, and because 'IjJ(x) = X, X E 'IjJ(Dt(x)).
Thus, either Dt(x) C 'IjJ(Dt(x)) or 'IjJ(Dt(x)) C Dt(x).
We carry out the proof along the following lines: firstly we show that the set A := {t E IR :
- :::l-'IjJ(Dt(x)) i- Dt(x)} is not empty, so we can define r = infA. We then prove that r > 0 and
subsequently that infA can be characterized in terms of the coefficients of 'IjJ.In the process
- c- - -
of doing so, we show that if S < r, then either 'IjJ(Ds(x)) i- Ds(x) or 'IjJ(Ds(x)) = Ds(x)
but é is injective on this disc. Making further use of this characterization of r, we proceed
to demonstrate that 'IjJis an m-to-one mapping of Dr(x) onto itself where m 2: 2. Finally
we only need show that each t > r is in A to complete the proof.
- :::l-Firstly then, we show that for sufficiently large t, 'IjJ(Dt(x)) i- Dt(x) :
for z E Ct(x) = {z EK: Iz - xl = t}, we have that
Now from ultrametricity, because lCdltd > ICilti for all 1 :::;i < d, if t is sufficiently large
(so that td » ti for 1 :::;i < d), in fact 1'IjJ(z) - xl = lCdltd. Thus if t is chosen so that both
lCdltd > ICilti for all1 :::;i < d and lCdltd > t, then 'IjJ(Dt(x)) ~ Dt(x).
Now it is meaningful to set r = inf{t E IR : 'IjJ(Dt(x)) ~ Dt(x)}. We prove that r > 0, by
showing that for all positive s sufficiently small, Ds(x) :2 'IjJ(Ds(x)) :
if Cl = 0 and j is the least index for which Cj =1= 0, then S E IR can be chosen with
o < S « 1 so that maxl~i~d{lcilsi} = lejlsj > ICilsi for d 2: i > j. If ICjl < 1, then it is
clear that ICjlsj < s. This is also the case when lejl 2: 1, since we can choose s < I~I'
Thus, in both cases, the image of Ds(x) is a disc of radius strictly less than s, from
Corollary 2.2. It is evident that if SI E IRhas 0 < SI < s, then also ICjls{ > ICilsi for every
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i with j < i :=; d. A similar argument to that for s then shows that Ds! (x) ;2 'IjJ(Ds! (x)),
and hence that r > 0 in this case.
On the other hand, if Cl =I- 0, then if s E JR with 0 < s « 1 is small enough, it follows that
maxl::;i::;d{lcilsi} = Ielis> ICilsi for d 2: i > 1. But then, again applying Corollary 2.2,
it is clear that Ds(x) ;2 'IjJ(Ds(x)), since ICII :=; 1 so that maxI::;i::;d{lcilsi} :=; s. Now if
SI E JR has 0 < SI < s, then also ICIlsl > ICilsl for every i with 1 < i :=; d, so that again,
Ds! (x) ;2 'IjJ(Ds! (x)), and hence, r > O.
Our next task is to give the promised characterization of r in terms of the coefficients of
'IjJ.We thus define
I .{1 1 1 1}
r = mln ~' .JlCsï, ... , i-VfCJ"'" d-\I'fCJ ' (3.1)
and set about proving that r' = infA = r. Firstly observe, though, that
I >i-\ffcJ
result,
Hence,
In showing that r' = r, the first step is to see that r' IS a lower bound for A ._
{t E JR: 'IjJ(Dt(x)) ~ Dt(x)}.
If we take any z E Dr'(x), then
1'IjJ(z) - xl
i=l
< max{lcillz - z]'}
I::;i::;d
< max{lcilr!Ï} = r',
l<i<d
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so that '!jJ(Drt(x)) C Drt(x). Now let s < r', say s = r' - 0 for some 0 > o. Then,
from the definition of r', we know that r' - 0 < i-~ for every i E {2, ... , d}. Thus,
ICil(r' - O)i-l < 1 and this implies that leil(r' - O)i < (r' - 0) for every i E {2, ... , d}.
Now since leI I :s; 1, also ICII(r' - 0) :s; (r' - 0), and consequently
1'!jJ(z) - xl
i=l
< max{lcil(r' - O)i}l:Si:Sd
< r' - 0 = s, for every z E Ds(x).
i.e. '!jJ(Ds(x)) C Ds(x) for each s with 0 < s < r', This means that r' is a strict lower
- :J-bound for A. (That is, if t E JR has '!jJ(Dt(x)) -:p Dt(x), then t > r'.)
Notice here that with 0 < s < r' and z E Ds(x), 1'!jJ(z) - z] = s if and only if leI I= 1 (so
that ICIls = s = maxI:Si:Sd{lcilsi} > ICjlsj for every j > 1.) Thus, '!jJ(Ds(x)) is properly
contained in Ds(x) unless the index corresponding to the maximum of {ICilsi : 1 :s; i :s; d}
is 1, in which case '!jJmaps Ds(x) 1-to-1 onto itself from Corollary 2.2. This fact will
give the uniqueness of r with the stated properties, once we have shown that r' = rand
'!jJ maps Drt(x) multiply-to-one onto itself but each disc Dt(x) with t > r is properly
contained in '!jJ(Dt(x)).
Not only is r' a lower bound for A, but it also has the infinum property. In order
to see this, let ( > 0 be given such that r' + ( E IK*I. There exists at least one j
such that r' + (> _~ from the definition of r', and for this i, we thus have that
J ICj I
Icjl(r' + ()j-l > 1, implying that Icjl(r' + iv > r' + (. Since ICII(r' + () :s; r' + (,
then maxl:Si:Sd{lcil(r' + ()i} = max2:Si:Sd{lcil(r' + ()i} > r' + (. Now by Corollary 2.2(b),
'!jJ(Drt+((x)) = Drr (x) where rl = maxI:Si:Sd{leil(r' + ()i} > r' + (. Thus r' + ( E A. From
the density of IK* I in JR+, it then follows that given any e > 0, there exists some ( > 0
with ( :s; é for which r' + ( E A. Because r' is also a lower bound for A, we have that
r' = infA = r as claimed.
We would next like to see that '!jJ is an m-fold mapping of Dr(x) onto itself, for some
m ~ 2. We have already seen that '!jJ(Drt(x)) C Drt(x) - i.e. '!jJ(Dr(x)) C Dr(x). Recall
that the image of Dr(x) under '!jJ is a rational closed disc from Lemma 2.2. We pro-
ceed to show that there are points of the disc which are mapped to the circle Cr (x) :
- c-suppose that '!jJ(Dr(x)) -:p Dr(x). From the above discussion, we know that for almost
all e > 0 (all of those e > 0 such that there is no root of '!jJ(z) - X on Cr+€(x)), then
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Dr+£(x) ~ 'IjJ(Dr+£(x)), so that in particular, Dr(x) C 'IjJ(Dr+£(x)) for all such c > O.
Let co be such a positive number. Thus if Zo E Cr(x), then there exists y E Cr+«(x)
for some 0 < ( ~ co such that 'IjJ(y) = Zo, where ( being positive is a consequence of
the supposition that 'IjJ(Dr(x)) ~ Dr(x). This means that on Cr+«(x), there is a root y
d
to 'IjJ(z) - Zo = X - Zo + L Ci(Z - z )'. However, we saw that ICil(r + ()i > r + ( for
i=l
some i E {2, ... , d}. Thus, max1::;i::;d{lx - zol, ICil(r + ()i} = max1::;i::;d{lcil(r + ()i}. From
the roots theorem, the maximum corresponds to two distinct indices m > n. But then
if we consider 'IjJ(z) - X and the expression max1::;i::;d{lcil(r + ()i} it follows from the
roots theorem that 'IjJ(Yo) - X = 0 for some Yo E Cr+((x). Again applying the density
of IKI in .IR+ U {O} it is evident that we would be able to find infinitely many roots of
'IjJ(z) - X : we pick Cl E .IR with 0 < Cl < ( and repeat the argument to obtain 0 < (1 ~ Cl
such that a root of 'IjJ(z) - X lies on Cr+(l (x), and so on, choosing 0 < C2 < (1. This
is clearly a contradiction of the finiteness of the number of roots of 'IjJ(z) - X, so in fact
(Dr(x)) ~ 'IjJ(Dr(x)).
We have thus seen that 'IjJmaps Dr(x) m-to-one to itself (applying Corollary 2.2 to what
has been shown above). Here m 2:: 2 from the proof of Corollary 2.2: m corresponds to the
maximum index for which max1::;i::;d{icilri} is attained, and we know from the definition
of r' that this index is at least two.
It remains to be seen that A = {t E .IR: t > r}. Pick any e > O. Then unless there exists
- J-
a root to 'IjJ(z) - X on Cr+£(x), we know that 'IjJ(Dr+£(x)) #- Dr+£(x). Now suppose that
r + e is a radius for which there exist roots of 'IjJ(z) - x on Cr+£(x).
We claim that for some j E {2, ... , d}, there exists 'TJj E .IR with 0 < 'TJj < e such that
for every a E .IR with 0 < a < 'TJj, then ICjl(r + e - a)j > r + c. In proving this claim,
observe that the functions /j(s) := icjl(r + e - s)j are continous and decreasing, so that
because /j(O) > r + c for some j as shown above, /j(O) = lims-to+ fj(s) > r + c. Now
for each Ó > 0, there exists some 'TJa> 0 such that for all S < 'TJa, then /j(0) - fj(s) < Ó.
Choose Ó < fj(O) - (r + c). Then for S < 'TJa:= 'TJj, (/j(s) - (r + c)) > 0 since otherwise,
/j(0) - (r+c) = /j(0) - fj(s) + /j(s) - (r+c) < Ó. Thus icjl(r+c - s)j > (r+c) for all
s < 'TJj.
Now for some a E .IR with 0 < a < 'TJj we must have that max2::;i::;d{lcil(r + e - a)i} =
max1::;i::;d{lcil(r + e - a)i} is assumed for a single index, (as otherwise from the roots
theorem there would have to be a root of 'IjJ(z) - x on Cr+£_Q(x), but there are only
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finitely many roots of this polynomial whereas infinitely many CtE IRwith
° < Ct< ry and (r + e - Ct) E IKI exist from the density of IKI in IR+ U [Oj ). But then
from ultrametricity, 1'Ij;(z) - xl = maxI:'Si:'Sd{lcil(r + e - Ct)i} > r + e for all z E Cr+c-o:(x).
- :::l-
Hence, 'Ij;(Dr+c(x)) "# Dr+c(x). 0
Bearing Corollary 2.2 in mind, the next lemma shows that iterates of points which are
sufficiently close to an attracting fixed point of a power series map are indeed drawn to
the attracting point under iteration:
Lemma 3.2 If Xo is an attracting fixed point of cp(z) E K(z), a rational function which
maps some open disc containing Xo, namely W, into itself, then for all z E W, cpn(z) --+ Xo
as n --+ 00.
00
Proof: Let W = Dr(xo) and for z E W, write cp(z) = Xo + L.::Ci(Z - XO)i, where the
i=l
power series converges since cp is well-defined on W. This means that maxi~ I{Ic, IIz - Xo jil
corresponds to a finite maximum index, for every z E W. We firstly show that for each
point z of W, Icp(z) - xol < [z - xol, and then by a contradiction argument demonstrate
that this is sufficient for the result to follow.
From the convergence of cp(z) on W it is clear that if s is sufficiently small (0 < s « 1),
maxi21 {ICilsi} = IClls > ICjlsj for every j > 1. Now owing to the continuity of the
'-
functions ICilsi as s increases from zero in (0, rl, there exists So > ° such that ICIIso =
ICiols~o = maxi21 {ICiisi}, for some io > 1, and for every s E (0, so), IClls> ICilsi whenever
i > 1. Since Xo is attracting, Icp'(xo)I = jell < 1. This is why Icp(z) - xol < Iz - xol for
every z E Dso(xo) : indeed,
00
IL.::Ci(Z - xo)il
i=l
< maxi21{lcillz - xoli} = IClliz - xol < [z - xol·
Now consider z E W\Dso(xo) should r be greater than so. From the convergence of the
Icp(z) - xol
power series expansion about Xo, there exists LEN such that for every i > L and for all
z E w, ICiliz - XOli< So.
N
Let M = max{2, L}. Then I L.:: Ci(Z - xo)il < So for every N E N which is greater than
i=M+I
00
M by ultrametricity and hence, I L.:: Ci(Z - xo)il ~ So. Now define CPM(Z) to be the Mth
i=M+I
partial sum of cp:
00 M
CPM(Z) := cp(z) - L Ci(Z - XO)i = Xo +L Ci(Z - XO)i.
i=M+I i=l
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Let rM denote the radius associated to </JMunder Lemma 3.1 - i.e., </JMmaps DrM (xo)
multiply-to-one onto itself and for all ro > r u, </J(Dro(XO)) properly contains Dro(xo),
Suppose that the radius r ofW exceeds r u- Then there exists ZoE W (with Izo-xol > rM)
for which I</JM(ZO)- xol 2: r. (Should the contrary hold, then for any Z E Cr(xo) for which
I</JM(Z) - xol > r, there exists a sequence (Zn)nEN with limit Z such that Zn E Cr-Tin (xo)
for every n E N where (1Jn)nEN is a strictly decreasing sequence of real numbers with limit
o and for which (r - 1Jn) E IKI for every n E N, since K is both algebraically closed and
complete. But then, Zn -+ Z as n -+ 00 although we are assuming that I</JM(Zn) - xol < r
for every nE N whereas I</JM(Z)-xol > r. This contradicts the continuity of the polynomial
map 1 </JM.) But then for such a Zo, we would have that
I</J(zo)- xol
00
max{I</JM(ZO)- xol, I L Ci(ZO - xo)il}
i=M+1
I</JM(ZO) - xol 2: r,
contradicting the fact that </J(W) c W. Thus r ~ rM. But then, for every Z E W,
I</JM(Z) - xol < [z - xol : indeed, with Iz - xol < r u , as in the proof of Lemma 3.1,
[z - xol < i-~ for every i E {2, ... ,M}. This implies that ICiliz - xoli < [z - xol for
every i E {2, ... ,M}. Now since also ic111z- xol < [z - xol, we have that I</JM(Z) - xol ~
max1~i~M{lcillz - xoli} < [z - xol·
00
Because, for arbitrary Z E W, I</J(z) - xol ~ max{I</JM(Z)- xol, I L Ci(Z - xo)il} where
i=M+1
00
I</JM(Z) - xol < Iz - xol and I L Ci(Z - xo)il ~ So, it is true that I</J(z) - xol < Iz - xol
i=M+1
for all Z E W\Dso(xo),
We conclude the proof by the contradiction argument mentioned above: Suppose that
some Zo E W has iterates which never reach some closed disc D := Ds! (xo) of radius
SI < r. Then since (I</Jn(zo) - XOl)nENis a strictly decreasing sequence (as shown above),
which is bounded below by SI, it has a limit, say t 2: SI· Now consider the action of </Jon
Dt(xo): from Lemma 2.3, we know that this image is also a closed disc, and from what
has already been shown, with Xo being a fixed point of </J,it is a disc about Xo of radius
strictly less than t, say it is to. Now pick any tI E (to, t) niKI. From Lemma 2.4, we
know that W n </J-1(Dtt (xo) is an open disc about Xo, of radius greater than t. But then
IThe continuity of power series maps and hence also of polynomial maps in this setting follows from
00
Corollary 2.2: any power series Y(z) = E vJ.LzJ.L maps a given disc Dro (xo) into some other disc of radius
J.L=o
Tl = maxJ.L>o{lvJ.Llr~}. Thus, by choosing points sufficiently close to a given point, the images of the
points can be made to lie in a disc of radius which is arbitrarily small.
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the iterate of some iterate of Zo is in Dh (xo), which is strictly contained in Dt(xo). This
is a contradiction, so in fact, the iterates of Zo eventually end up in D, and as a result the
limit of the sequence (I<t>n(zo) - XOl)nENis zero, and the iterates of Zo thus do tend to xoD
Other dynamical information pertaining to a given map can be unravelled by following
the iterates of critical points (i.e., the zeros of the derivative). In complex dynamics, to
each attracting periodic cycle of a polynomial map there corresponds some critical point
which has iterates that tend to the periodic cycle. (See DEVANEY, [4], page 281.) In
non-archimedean dynamics, a similar result which we shall need in a subsequent chapter,
is true:
Lemma 3.3 In the situation of Lemma 3.1, if m is not divisible by char(K), then the
disc Dr(x) contains a critical point of'IjJ.
d d
Proof: Again write 'IjJ(z) = x + L:Ci(Z - xt Then 'IjJ'(z) = L: iCi(z - X)i-l. Clearly
i==l i==l
Iml = 11+···+11:S; 1..__,,_..
m times
But at the same time char(K) f m, implying that m = m + MK =I ° + MK - i.e.
Iml 2: 1. Thus in fact, Iml = 1. Now from the proofs of Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 3.1,
we also know that m is the largest of the indices i such that r = i- ~. (Recall that
r = min{ -111' ... , _~, ... , d-~}.)C2 'ICil ICdl
Now for S E (0, r], consider M(s) := maxI~i~d{licilsi-I}. Since x is a non-repelling fixed
point, ICII :s; 1 and thus,
For s E IR with ° < s «1, M(s) = ICII. Now if ICII = M(r) then the maximum
corresponds to more than one index because m > 1, implying that there is a root of'IjJ'
on Cr(x) by the roots theorem. On the other hand, when M(r) > ICII, the highest index
corresponding to the maximum M(r) is greater than 1. But then, as in the proof of
Corollary 2.2, the fact of M(s) = ICIIfor sufficiently small s, together with the continuity
of the functions Ikckltk-l oft, implies that there exists some So E (0, r) such that licilst-l =
Ijcjls~-l = M(so), for some i,j with d 2: i > j 2: 1. Hence, from the roots theorem there
is a root of'IjJ' on Cso(x). o
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3.2 Defining the JULIA and FATOU sets
In a monumental paper, M émoire sur l'itération des fonctions rationelles pulished in
1918 when he was 25, GASTON JULIA gave a complete characterization of those points
of the complex plane which do not tend to infinity under iteration of a rational function.
Like any exceptional theorem, this characterization gave rise to a new mathematical
definition, and the boundary of the set of points which JULIA identified now bears his
name. However, JULIA worked with the notion of normality, in which compact sets are
fundamental. In spaces such as (Op, vp) which are not locally compact, (i.e. not every
point has a neighbourhood base consisting of compact sets), a definition of the JULIA set
using normality is not very user-friendly. Instead, we make use of equicontinuity, which
is equivalent to normality by the Theorem of ARZELA and ASCOLI.
Definition 3.2 If (X, dx) and (Y, dy) are metric spaces then a family of functions C =
{g : X --+ Y} is equicontinous on X if there exists some C > 0 such that for every
xo, Xl E X and for every gEe, then dy(g(xo), g(XI)) .s Cdx(xo, xI).
We are now in a position to precisely define the JULIA and FATOUsets of a given dynamical
map.
Definition 3.3 If (X, dx) is a metric space and (X,1» is a dynamical system, then
denoting the restriction of 1>nto SeX by 1>nls for each n E N, the FATOU set of 1> is
:F¢ = {x EX: {1>nlu}nENis equicontinuous, where U is some open neighbourhood of x}.
The JULIA set of 1> is J¢ = X\:Fq» the complement of the FATOU set.
For a given non-archimedean valued field (K, v), the metric on IF(K) which is of interest
to us is the chordal or spherical metric. On]PI (K), this is defined precisely in analogy to
the spherical metric on the RIEMANN sphere ]pI(C), which is determined from embedding
]pI(C) in 1R3and subsequently measuring the distances between points along the surface of
the ]R3-sphere which is obtained. i.e. if x(o) = [x~o) : xiO)] and x(1) = [X~I) : xiI)] E ]pI(K)
and I . I is the norm arising from v, then we set
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Notice that if X(O), X(l) E D1(O), then we can write X(i) = [Zi : 1] where IZil :::; 1 for
i E {O, 1}, so that Ilx(O),x(l)11= Izo - ZIj, which means that the spherical metric concurs
with the norm from v, on the valuation ring.
More generally on pn we have:
Definition 3.4 If x(O) = [x~O) : ... : x~O)] and x(1) = [X~l) : ... : X~l)] E pn (K) and I . I is
the norm on K arising from v, then the chordal distance between x(O) and X(l) is:
{I (0) (1) (1) (0) I}
II
(0) (1)II= maxO:::;i<j:::;nXi Xj - Xi Xj
X ,X (0) (1) .
maxo<v<n{lxv I} maxo<p,<n{lxp, I}- - - -
3.3 Changing co-ordinates
If (K, v) is a non-archimedean valued field and </J: PK --7 PK is a rational map, then for
any automorphism I of PK, 'lj; := t:' 0 </J0 f is a rational map which exhibits the same
dynamical behaviour as </J,but with respect to the co-ordinate change X 1--7 f-1(x): indeed
if Xo is a periodic point of </J,then 1-1 (XO) is a periodic point of'lj; because 'lj;m = 1-1o</Jmo f
for each mEN. Moreover, if n = 1 and X is fixed by </J,then
lU-lo </J0 f)'U-1(x))1
IU-I)' (</J0 f 0 f -1 (X ) ) </J'U 0 1-1 (X ) ) f' U-I (X ) ) I
IU-I)' (</J(x)) II</J'(x)11f'U-I (x)) I
IU-1)'(x)II</J'(x)IIf'U-1(x))1 since </J(x) = x.
Because I and 1-1 are inverse functions, in fact
and thus 1'lj;'U-1(x)) I= I</J'(x) I· Consequently, multipliers of fixed points (and similarly of
periodic points) are preserved under these co-ordinate changes in the case of the projective
line.
The automorphism group of pn(K) is the matrix group PGL(n + 1, K), the projective
general linear space of n + 1 dimensions over K. This is because, to be injective, such
morphisms must be linear, and for the action of a matrix group to be well-defined on
projective n-space over K, it is necessary to identify any matrix A with AA for any
A E K*. (i.e. the group must be a projective linear space.)
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For the frequent changes of co-ordinate we shall be employing to be meaningful, we also
require that they do not affect the metries we use. As is shown in [17], the chordal metric
on pn(K) is invariant under the action of PGL(n + 1, K).
3.4 Properties of the JULIA and FATOU sets in IP'l(K)
To give some flesh to the stark definitions stated above, we derive certain facts about
the JULIA and FATOU sets of rational maps over PI(K). After reinforcing the intuitive
understanding of the FATOU set outlined in the introduction, in seeing that non-repelling
fixed points belong to this set, we show that the FATOU set can never be empty in the non-
archimedean situation. This is not true of the JULIA set, as we proceed to demonstrate.
From the definitions, one might expect that the JULIA and FATOU sets are the forward
and backward iterates of themselves, a property which we prove carefully here, besides
showing the rather more startling fact, (also true in complex dynamics), that the FATOU
set of a map is identical to the FATOU set of any iterate of the map.
In what follows, let (K, v) be a complete non-archimedean valued field, and cp : Pk ---+ Pk
be some rational map.
Proposition 3.1 Any non-repelling fixed point of cp is in F</»whereas each repelling fixed
point of cp is in :lp.
Proof: By a change of coordinates if necessary, we may assume that 0 is the fixed point
of cp which is under discussion.
Suppose firstly that 0 is non-repelling. Thus, when by Lemma 2.2, in some sufficiently
_ 00
small disc Dr(O) we express cp as a power series cp(z) = :E c.z", we have that Icp'(O)I =
i=l
leI I ::; 1, and as a result r > 0 can be chosen small enough to ensure that ICilri-1 ::; 1
for every i 2:: 1, with r < 1. But then from the agreement of the spherical metric with
the norm from the valuation v, on Dr(O) C Dl (0), we need only use the latter norm in
investigating the equicontinuity of {cpn }nEN on Dr (0).
Let x, y E Dr(O) be arbitrary. Then
00
i=l
00 i-I
Ix - yll L L Cixi-I-jyjl
i=l j=l
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i-I
I¢>(x) - ¢>(y) I < Ix - yl rr~lx{1LCiXi-I-jyjl}
- j=l
from ultrametricity , since the series converges
< Ix - yl from the choice of r.
{¢>n}nEN is thus an equicontinous family on Dr(O), so 0 E F¢.
In the case of a repelling fixed point, any power series expansion for ¢> in a sufficiently
- c- 00 .
small disc Ds(O) :p DI(O), say ¢>(z) = L:: aiz\ will have I¢>'(O)I = lall > 1. Suppose now
i=l
that even though this is the case, 0 E F¢. Then there exists some open set V containing
0, on which {¢>n }nEN is an equicontinous family. Let D,(0) be a disc which is contained in
both Vand Ds(O) (which exists from the density of IKI in jR+ U {O}), and for which the
radius is small enough so that maxi~l {Iailti} = lallt> lajltj for every j > 1. Now for each
y E Dt(O), I¢>(y) I = lalyl by ultrametricity. We proceed to show that every y E Ds(O)
where 0 < s < la~I' satisfies l¢>m(y)1 = laryl, from which a contradiction will follow:
the image of y under ¢> is also in Dt(O) since 1¢>(y)1 = lalyl < \:~~ < t (because lall > 1).
But then 1¢>(¢>(y))1 = lal¢>(y)1 = laiyl and it is clear that by continuing inductively, in
fact l¢>m(y)1 = laryl as claimed.
Consequently, if C > 0 were to be the constant of equicontinuity, so that
then we would have that larl ~ ICI for each mEN. Since lall > 1, this is a contradiction.
o
Proposition 3.2 Denoting the multipliers of the fixed points of ¢> by Ai for i E {1, ... ,n},
and supposing that Ai ti. {O,1} for every i, then
n 1
~ -1~l-A· - .
i=l ~
Proof: By means of a change of coordinates if necessary, we can assume that ¢>(z) = ~~;~
where deg g(z) ~ deg f(z). Let Xl, ... ,Xn be the fixed points of ¢>. These are the roots
of zg(z) - f(z), and because 1 oj:. Ai = ¢>'(Xi) for every i E {1, ... ,nl, they are all distinct:
the roots of ¢>(z) - z are then not repeated. Since deg f(z) < deg zg(z), if a is the
n
leading coefficient of g(z) we can write zg(z) - f(z) = a TI (z - Xi) := a'IjJ(z), say. Now
i=l
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'() f'(Xi) f(Xi)g'(Xi) () f() f h .observe that Ai = ¢ Xi = g(Xi) - [g(Xi)J2 . Because Xig Xi = Xi or eac z, we
f'() '()X· -X' X·have Ai = ~ ( )g ~, so that with a'!fJ'(z) = zg'(z) + g(z) - f'(z), we know that
9 Xi
Ai = g(Xi) - a'!fJ'(xi) = 1_ a'!fJ'(Xi)
g(Xi) g(Xi) .
(3.2)
Consider, for any polynomial u(z) of degree less than n, the polynomial
n
h(z) = u(z) - ~ ;,(~;) jQi (z - Xi)' The degree of h(z) is also less than n, yet this
polynomial has n distinct roots. It must therefore vanish identically so that u(z) =
n~ ;Y:;) I1#i (z - Xi) for any such polynomial u(z). Thus, with deg g~z) < n, from (3.2)
we can write
g(z) = ~ '!fJ'(Xi) _,1_ II (z - xi) = ~ 1 II (z - Xi)'
a ~ 1 - A' ./, (x·) Z:: 1 - A'i=l ~ lf' ~ jofi i=l ~ jofi
Comparing leading coefficients on both sides yields the desired identity. o
Corollary 3.1 :.F¢ =j:. 0.
Proof: If ¢ has a fixed point which is either super-attracting or neutral, then such a
point is in the FATOU set of ¢ from Proposition 3.1. Supposing that ¢ has no such fixed
point, we can apply Proposition 3.2, since then the multipliers Ai (with notation as in
Proposition 3.2) of the fixed points of ¢ are neither 0 nor 1. If we assume that each
such fixed point is in J¢, then by Proposition 3.1 each multiplier has IAil > I, so that
n
11- Ail> 1. But then IL: I!). I :::;max{II!).I} < I, contradicting Proposition 3.2. 0
i=l • •
Lemma 3.4 There exists C ~ 1 such that given any x(O), x(1) E jp'l(K), then
Proof: For any a, b c. jp'1(K), then Ila, bil:::; I, since if a = lao : all and b = [bo: bIl then
Ila, bil = laobl - boall < max{laol, lall} max{lbol, Ibll}.
max{ lao I, lall} max{ lbo I, Ibll} - max{ lao I, lall} max{ lbo I, Ibll}
Thus, whenever Ilx(O),X(l)II= 1, then the statement holds for any C ~ 1. Hence, we can
suppose that x(O) and X(l) are in the same affine patch of jp'1(K) - i.e., Ilx(O),x(I)11< 1.
WLOG suppose that x(O), X(l) E {x E jp'l(K) : X = [z : Il where Izl :::; I}. On the open
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subset of this affine patch on which </> is defined, the map is uniquely determined by
homogeneous polynomials I,9 E OK[Z] of the same degree, where at least one coefficient
of f or 9 is a unit, such that </>([z : 1]) = [f(z) : g(z)] Now with </> being a rational map,
we know that these polynomials share no non-trivial roots on the set on which they define
the action of </>, and with K being algebraically closed, we can thus assume that they
are relatively prime, although the coefficient-wise reduced polynomials may not have this
property. Hence there exist hf, hg E OK[Z] and n E MK\{O} such that for some f1 ~ 0,
then
hf(z)f(z) + hg(z)g(z) = nit. (3.3)
Suppose that x(i) = [Zi : 1] where IZil :S 1 for i E {O,I}. Then we have
II</>( (0)) </>( (1)) II_ If(zo)g(zI} - g(ZO)f(Zl) Ix ,x - max{lf(zo)l, Ig(zo)l} max{lf(zl)I, Ig(zI}I}·
Now
If(zo)g(zI} - g(ZO)f(Zl)1
If(zo)(g(Zl) - g(zo)) + g(zo) (J(zo) - f(zI})1
< max{lf(zo)l, Ig(zo)l} max{lg(zl) - g(zo)l, If(zo) - f(Zl)l}
< max{lf(zo)l, Ig(zo)I}lgIGlfIGlzo - zll·
Moreover, from equation (3.3) we know that
Inltl Ihf(zI)f(zI) + hg(Zl)g(ZI) I
:S max{lhf(zI}I, Ihg(zI)l} max{lf(zl)l, Ig(zI}l}
:S max{lf(zl)I,lg(Zl)I},
since the coeffiecients of hf and hg are in OK, and consequently, combining these estimates
with the formula for the chordal distance between </>( x(O)) and </>( XCI)), we have that
11</>(x(O)), </>(X(l))II :S IfIGlgll:~o - zll.
We let C = max{l, If:~~IG} to conclude the proof. o
This interesting result means that whenever 1f:~~IG :S 1, then the JULIA set of </> is empty.
Although this can never occur in the context J complex dynamics, in our situation it
happens at least whenever Inltl = 1, since f and 9 have coefficients in OK. Now Inltl = 1
implies that the coefficient-wise reduced polynomials 7 and 9 have no common non-
trivial roots (a condition which we shall later be terming "good reduction"). This will be
the theme of our discussion in Chapter 4, which explores the relationship between good
reduction and rational maps and polynomial maps being equicontinuous on their spaces
of definition.
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The above lemma is helpful in proving that the FATOU and JULIA sets are the forward
and backward iterates of themselves:
Proof: From the complementarity of the JULIA and FATOU sets, we need only show
that the assertion is true for the FATOU set of <J>.Furthermore, since the statements
F¢ ~ <J>-I(F¢) and <J>(F¢) ~ F¢ are logically equivalent, it is only necessary to prove that:
(1) <J>-I(F¢) ~ F¢;
(2) F¢ ~ <J>(F¢); and
(3) <J>(F¢) ~ (F¢).
To see (1), we invoke the Lemma 3.4: if w E <J>-I(F¢), then <J>(w) E F¢, so there exists
U ~ ]P'I(K) which is an open neighbourhood of <J>(w) such that {<J>n}nEN is equicontinuous
on U, say with constant of equicontinuity Cu > o. Consider <J>-I(U), which is open owing
to the continuity of any rational map on ]P'I(K). If ui, vE <J>-I(U), then for each n 2 1, it
follows that
II<J>n+1(w), <J>n+1(v)II < Cull<J>(w), <J>(v)II
< CCullw, vii
from the equicontinuity on U and from Lemma 3.4, (where C > 0 is as in the lemma).
Now let A = max{CCu, C}. Then we have seen that II<J>n(w), <J>n(v)II :::;Allw, vii for each
ti 2 1. Thus {<J>n}nEN is equicontinuous on <J>-I(U), an open set containing w, so w E F¢,
proving (1).
(2) is a consequence of the fact that K is algebraically closed, together with (1): indeed,
if w E F¢, then since <J>is built up of polynomials with coefficients in K, there exists
x E ]P'I(K) such that <J>(x) - w = o. From (1), such an x is in F¢, being in the pre-image
of a point which is FATOU. But then w E <J>(F¢), and we see that F¢ ~ <J>(F¢).
Finally we show (3): Pick w E F¢. Then let U ~ ]P'I(K) be an open set containing
w on which {<J>n}nEN is equicontinuous. U contains some closed rational disc D 8 (w) of
sufficiently small radius so that none of the poles of <J>are in D 8 (w). Then <J>has an
expression as a power series on this disc, and consequently maps it to some other closed
rational disc, say DSI(<J>(W)), from Corollary 2.2.
We show that {<J>n}nEN is equicontinuous on the open disc D 8
'
(<J>(w)):
let CD be a positive number such that for every x, y E Ds(w) and for every ti E N,
II<J>m(x), <J>m(y)II :::; CDllx, yll. Suppose now that no T > 0 exists such that for all x, y E
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Ds(w) and for each mEN, Ilqr+1(x), ¢m+1(y)11::; TII¢(x), ¢(y)ll. Then for every N E N,
there exist XN, YN E Ds(w) and nN EN such that
(3.4)
Clearly, II¢(XN),¢(YN)II i= 0 since otherwise II¢nN(XN),¢nN(YN)11 would also be zero.
Because IlxN,YNII ::; min{l,s} for every XN,YN E Ds(w) (recall that Ds(w) is not a
chordal disc) we can choose N sufficiently large so that
for any given XN,YN E Ds(w). But then from equation (3.4) the equicontinuity of {¢n}nEN
is contradicted. Consequently there in fact exists T > 0 such that II¢m+1(x), ¢m+1(y)II ::;
TII¢(x), ¢(Y)II for every x, Y E Ds(w) and for every mEN. Thus, given any u, v E
DSI(¢(W)) = ¢(Ds(w)), we have that for each mEN,
and {¢n }nEN is thus equicontinuous on D Si (¢( w)), and in particular on the open set
Ds(¢(w)). Thus, ¢(w) E F<f; implying that (3) is true. 0
Again applying Lemma 3.4, we have the following
Proposition 3.4 F<f;n = F<f; and .J<f;n = .J<f; for every n E N.
Proof: These statements are equivalent, so we prove them in one stroke by showing that
F<f;n = F<f;. Firstly notice that F<f; C F<f;n from the definition of the FATOU set. Now take
any w E F<f;n and let U C JPI(K) be any open set containing w upon which {¢rn }rEN is
equicontinuous. U then contains some open chordal disc, say D, containing w, such that
for some CD > 0, II¢rn(x), ¢rn(Y)11 ::; CDllx, YII for all x, Y E D, for every rEN.
Consider the morphisms {¢, ... ,¢n-I} applied to ¢rn(D) : from Lemma 3.4, it is evident
that II¢rn+i(x), ¢rn+i(Y)11 ::; CiCDllx, YII for all x, Y E D, for every rEN and for each i E
{1, ... , n -1}, where C is as in the lemma. But since C 2: 1, then II¢rn+i(x), ¢rn+i(y)II ::;
cnCDllx,yl, and the family {¢rn+i}rEN;iE{I, ...,n-l} = {¢m}mEN is thus equicontinuous on
D. Consequently, w E F<f; and we are done. 0
Corollary 3.2 If x is a periodic point of ¢ which has multiplier A having lAl::; 1, then
x E F<f;. Otherwise, x E .J<f;.
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Proof: x is a fixed point of ¢In for some n E N, and its multiplier is defined in terms of the
derivative of the function ¢In precisely in the same way as the multiplier of a fixed point
of ¢J is defined in terms of the derivative of ¢J itself. Thus, we can apply Proposition 3.1
to see that x E F¢n whenever lAl::; 1 and x E J¢n otherwise. The assertion thus follows
from the above proposition. 0
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Chapter 4
Good reduction and equicontinuity
Throughout let (K, v) denote any non-archimedean valued field.
Definition 4.1 A rational map cf> : lP'''k -t lP'''k is said to have good reduction at v if it
determines a morphism of lP'''k and with respect to a suitable choice of co-ordinates, the
reduced rational map ¢ : lP'~ -t lP'~ is a morphism.
Any rational map 'if; : lP'''k -t lP'''k which does not have good reduction at v has bad reduction
at v.
Thus, a rational map cf> : lP'''k -t lP'''k has good reduction if and only if it is a morphism
and no points of lP'~ = ProjK[xo, ... , xn] are sent to the ideal generated by {xo, ... , xn}
under the action of ¢.
An example suffices to demonstrate the co-ordinate dependence of good reduction: for any
prime p, the map cf>(z) = ~ : lP'I(!1p) -t lP'I(!1p) has "bad reduction" (in the co-ordinate
system in which it is written). Now consider the automorphism f : z ~ pz of lP'I(!1p).
Evidently 1-1 0 cf>0 I (z) = ~ (p;2) = Z2 has good reduction, but represents the same
map as cf> viewed under a co-ordinate change (which, as we saw in Section 3.3 does not
change the dynamic behaviour of the map). Thus, any dynamical facts which we derive
for maps having "good reduction" will also be valid for maps such as cf>which have good
reduction in some co-ordinate system.
A more explicit characterization of those rational maps cf> : lP"'k -t lP'''k having good reduc-
tion can be given: indeed, if cf>o, ... ,cf>n are representative homogeneous polynomials for cf>,
then its having good reduction is equivalent to the coefficient-wise reduced polynomials
- -cf>o, ... ,cf>n having no non-trivial root in common. This situation is precisely described
by the resultant ft = Res(¢o, ... , ¢n) of the reduced polynomials being non-zero. Recall
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that the resultant of a given system of n+ 1 polynomials in n+ 1 variables is a polynomial
in the coefficients of these polynomials which itself has rational integer coefficients, and
which vanishes precisely when the n+ 1 polynomials have a common non-trivial root. See
Appendix A for a detailed algebraic discussion of the resultant.
In their paper, SILVERMAN and MORTON showed that there is a close link between a
rational map being equicontinous and its having good reduction in some co-ordinate
system: whenever a rational map ¢(z) E K(z) has good reduction, its JULIA set is empty.
This result is not entirely unexpected in the light of the following
Observation
If (K, v) is a non-archimedean valued field and ¢ : ]Pk -+]Pk is a rational map with good
reduction, then ]PI(K) can be covered by open unit (chordal) discs each of which is mapped
into some other such disc by ¢.
Proof:
We can express ]PI(K) as ]PI(K)\DI(O) U ( U DI(a)). Now ]PI(K)\DI(O) is an open
aEOK
chordal unit disc, since if a,b E ]PI(K)\DI(O), then writing a = [1 : a'] and b = [1 : b']
where la'i < 1 and WI < 1 we have that
Ila, bil = la' - b'l :::;maxj]«], Ibl} < 1.
Because the chordal metric agrees with the metric induced by v on Dl (0), each of the
sets DI(a) C DI(O) for a E OK, is also an open unit chordal disc. Now observe that
these discs correspond to equivalence classes of points of ]pI(K) modulo the maximal
ideal MK = DI(O):
the projective line over the residue field of K, and for a E OK,
If ¢ is a rational map of ]pI (K) to itself having good reduction, then the reduced map ¢ :
]PI(K) -+ ]PI(K) is well-defined, and ¢ consequently sends any of the discs ]pI (K)\DI(O)
or Dl (a) for a E OK to some other such disc. 0
This shows that the good reduction of ¢ forces the map to have a strong local property:
if Zo,Zl E ]PI(K) have IIzo, Zlll < 1, then also II¢n(zo), ¢n(zl)11 < 1 for each n E N, which
is not quite as strong as the equicontinuity of the family {¢n }nEl'J, but corresponds to our
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intuitive understanding of the FATOU set being the whole of pI (K) since we think of this
set as comprising those points whose iterates under ¢Y do not move far apart if the original
points are close.
MORTON and SILVERMANin fact show that if K is the quotient field of a DEDEKIND
domain, some chosen prime ideal of which determines the non-archimedean valuation with
which K is endowed, then no points of pI (K) are sent further apart by the action of any
map with good reduction. In this chapter we discuss a standard generalization of this
result with a view towards better understanding the dynamical behaviour of maps from
a given curve to itself via embedding into pn(K). We also introduce a non-archimedean
MANDELBROT set and in so doing show that quadratic polynomials in K[z] have good
reduction in some co-ordinate system if and only if they have empty JULIA set (ignoring
the case where char(K) = 2). BENEDETTO has extensively investigated the question of
when a given rational map having empty JULIA set is sufficient to imply that there exists
some co-ordinate system in which the map has good reduction, in [2], and we report on
his fascinating findings in Section 4.3.
4.1 The Theorem of MORTON and SILVERMAN
Suppose that (K, I· I) is a non-archimedean normed field. We have seen how the chordal
metric II·, ·11 is defined on r(K), and in Chapter 2 defined the GAUSS norm on a poly-
nomial ring with coefficients in a normed field.
Now given a rational map 'l/J : PK -+ !PK, there exist homogeneous polynomials of the
same degree, 'l/Jo, ... ,'l/Jn E OK[XO, ... ,Xn], for which
and 'l/J([xo : ... : xn]) = ['l/Jo(xo, ... , xn) : ... : 'l/Jn(XO, ... , xn)]. This follows since we can
multiply any given representative polynomials for 'l/J by a suitable constant to obtain that
all coefficients of some new set of representative polynomials are in OK, and at least one
such coefficient is a unit. If we moreover require that these representative polynomials
have no common factors, then it is clear that they are unique up to multiplication by a
unit.
Supposing that ¢Y : PK -+ PK is a given rational map, let ¢Yo,···, ¢Yn E OK[XO, ... , xn]
be such a fixed set of homogeneous representative polynomials for ¢Y. Then if R: =
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Res( <PO,... , <Pn) is the resultant of these polynomials, we have:
Proposition 4.1 If x(O) = [x~O) : ... : x~O)l and X(l) = [X~l) : ... : X~l)] E ]pm(K), then
IRI211<p(x(0)),<p(X(l)) II< Ilx(O),x(1) II.
Proof:
In Appendix A we show that there exists TEN such that for all i E {a, ... ,n}, x[R =
° (mod <Po,... ,<Pn). Now since the coefficients of the <Pi are fixed, R E OK. Thus, the
polynomials x[R are homogeneous, so since the <Piare also all homogeneous, the polyno-
mials fi(j) E OK[XO, ... , xnl such that t fF)<Pi = xjR for each i, must be homogeneous
i=O
as well and all have the same degree, say d.
We pick homogeneous co-ordinates for x(O) and XCI) such that maxo::;j::;n{lx;i)l} = 1 for
i E {a, 1}. It then follows that
{ I (0) (1) (0) (1) I}
II
(0) (1)II_ maXO::;i<j::;n Xi Xj - Xj Xi _ {I (0) (1) _ (0) (1)I}X ,x - (0) (1) - ~a?C Xi Xj Xj Xi .
maxo::;J.L::;n{lxJ.L I}maxo::;v::;n{lxv I} O::;~<J::;n
(4.1)
For notational convenience, set
where Qo, ... ,Qr E K, and denote (X~i), ... ,x~)) by XCi) for i E {a, 1}.
Then we have IRI = IRllx~i), ... , x~) r from the choice of homogeneous co-ordinates for
x(O) and X(l). But then for each of i = ° and i = 1, it follows that
I'DI I'D (i)T 'D (i)T I1'-' I'-'XO' ... , ''-'Xn
n - n
IL f~O)(x(i))<Pk(x(i)), ... , L f~n)(x(i))<pk(x(i))1
k=O k=O
< IfJO)(x(i)), ... , f~O)(x(i)), fJl)(x(i)), ... , f~n)(x(i))II<po(x(i)), ... , <Pn(x(i))I
(from ultrametricity)
< maxo::;k,j::;n{lf~j)IG}lx(i)ldl<po(x(i)), ... , <Pn(x(i))I where d is the degree of f?)
< l<Po(x(i)),... , <Pn(X(i))I since fF) E OK[XO, ... , Xn], for every i,j E {O, ... , n}.
For each i and j in {a, ... ,n} we now consider the polynomial
ti ((0) (0) (1) (1))Hi,j Xo , ... , Xn ,XO , ... , Xn
_ Á. ((0) (0)) ((1) (1)) ((0) (0)) ((1) (1)
- 'f'i Xo , ... , Xn <Pj Xo , ... , Xn - <Pj Xo , ... , Xn <Pi Xo , ... , Xn ),
hi h· bih d vani h C [X(O) x(O)] [X(l) X(l)]. CW IC IS 1 omogeneous an vams es lor 0' ... , n = 0' ... , n - l.e. lor
X~) XP) = X~) xiO) for any m, l, t E {O, ... , n} In particular, these polynomials also
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vanish for t = l, so that for each i and j in {O, ... , n} there exists a bihomogeneous
polynomial
'ljJi,j E OK[X~O), ... ,X~O), X~l), ... ,X~l)] such that
(Xi(O) X~l) - X?) X~O»)'ljJi,j(X~O), ... ,X~O), X~l), ... ,X~l)) .
J(O) (oy (1) (1») ((0) (0») (X(l) X(l»)= <Pi(Xo , ,Xn )<pj(XO , ,Xn - <Pj Xo , ... ,Xn <Pi 0"'" n
= ni,j(X~O), , X~O), X~l), , X~l»).
(We know that the coefficients of 'ljJi,j are in OK because of the multiplicativity of the
[ (0) (0) (1) (1)] )GAUSS norm on K Xo , ... ,Xn ,Xo , ... ,Xn .
But then
Ilx(O),X(l)11 maxo~i~j~n{lx~O)xjl) - xjO)x?) I}
> maxO~i~j~n{lni,j(X~O), ... , x~O), X~l),... , x~l»)I}
(since the coefficients of 'ljJi,j are in OK)
maXO~i~j~n{1<Pi(X(O»)<Pj (X(l») - <Pj(x(O) )<Pi(x(1») I}
1I<p(x(O»), <p(x(l»)III<Po(x(O»), ... , <Pn(x(O»)II<po(x(l»), ... , <Pn(x(l»)1
> 1I<p(x(O»), <p(x(1»)lIlnI2
since we showed that Inl :::;maxo~k~n{l<pk(X(i»)I} for i E {O, 1}. o
Theorem 4.1 If <P: PK -+ IPK is a rational map which has good reduction, then J¢J = 0.
Proof: Let <p([xo : ... : Xn]) = [<PO(XO, ... ,Xn) : ... : <Pn(XO' ... ,xn)] where
maxo~i~n{l<piIG} = 1as before, and let R: again denote the resultant of <Po, .. ·, <Pn. Because
n is a polynomial in the coefficients of <Po, ... ,<Pn, and the reduction of these polynomials
is coefficient-wise, the reduction of R: say R, is the resultant of the reduced polynomials
- - -<Po, ... ,<Pn· Now since <P has good reduction, n i= 0. But then R: is a unit, and hence
Inl = 1.
Thus, from the above proposition, for any x(O) and X(l) E r(K), we know that
Hence, {<pm}mENis an equicontinous family on any open subset of pn(K). o
Suppose now that C is a smooth projective curve defined over the non-archimedean valued
field (K, v). If <Pc : C -+ C is a map which, via some non-singular embedding u : C -+
jp>n(K) can be lifted to a rational map <P : pn(K) -+ r(K), then what we have shown
can shed light on the dynamical system (C, <Pc) provided <P has good reduction. To
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be sure of this, we would need to know that distinct non-singular embeddings of C in
projective spaces over K induce equivalent topologies on the image of C in these respective
spaces (equipped with spherical metries arising from the norm on K), since otherwise it
is conceivable that different embeddings would render distinct dynamical behaviour on
the images of C. The following result, from RUMELY'S text [17, Theorem 1.1.1], gives
precisely the information we require for the discussion of metric-related properties of the
dynamical system (C, <Pc) to be meaningful:
Theorem 4.2 If C and K are as above and J-L and vare non-singular embeddings of
C into ]pn (K) and F (K) respectively, then the spherical metries on points of J-L( C) and
v(C) in these respective projective spaces are equivalent.
A spin-off of Theorerri 4.1 is then the following
Corollary 4.1 If C, K and <Pc are as above and J-L : C -t ]pn(K) is a non-singular
embedding such that <Pc can be lifted to a rational map <P : ]p~ ---t ]p~, then whenever <P
has good reduction, the JULIA set of <Pc (in the dynamical system (C, <Pc)) is empty.
4.2 The Non-archimedean MANDELBROT Set
In Complex Dynamics, the MANDELBROT set M of a family of parameter-dependent
functions A = {fc : ]pI (C) ---t ]pI (C) ICE C} is defined to be the set of parameter values
c for which the iterates f;-(O) remain bounded for each n E N. When reference is made
to "the MANDELBROT set," without mention of the family of functions, it is understood
that this set is with respect to the family {z t-+ Z2 + c : C E C}, where z is a parameter at
O.
Since the notion of the iterates of zero remaining bounded is well-defined in the setting
of a field equipped with a non-archimedean, rank one valuation, we can investigate an
analogously defined set in the context of Non-archimedean Dynamical Systems:
Definition 4.2 If (K, v) is a non-archimedean valued field, v has rank one, and for c E K
we let <Pc(z) = Z2 + c, then
M := {c EK: Vn E N, 1<p~(0)1 < Nc for some Nc EN},
is the non-archimedean MANDELBROT set for quadratic polynomials.
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Proposition 4.2 M is the closed unit disc DI(O) - i.e. the valuation ring OK of K.
Proof: Consider the iterates of 0 under <p: <Pc(O)= c; <p~(O)= c2 + c; <p~(O)= c4 + 2c3 +
n-2
c2 + c; and <p~(O)= C2n-1 + L k(i)c2i where k(i) is a non-negative integer for each i.
i::=O
When c E M then these iterates remain bounded, and this occurs precisely when iel :::;1
by ultrametricity. o
At first sight this may appear rather uninteresting, but a beautiful analogy exists to the
fact that in the archimedean case, the MANDELBROT set turns out to be a fascinating
archive of information about the JULIA sets of the functions gc(z) = Z2 + c. (For example,
if c E M, then the JULIA set is connected, whereas it is totally disconnected otherwise, in
which case it is known as "FATOU dust"). In short, we have the following:
Proposition 4.3 Whenever char(K) =I=- 2, then
(I) c E M {:} <Pchas good reduction in some co-ordinate, and
(II) if c rt M, then :repe i= 0.
Proof:
If cE M, then [c] :::;1 and for such c, <Pc([x : yl) = [X2 + cy2 : y2] has good reduction.
Now suppose that c rt M. Then [c] > 1, and we claim that this implies that <Pchas a
repelling fixed point. Indeed, Zo is a finite fixed point of <Pcif and only if Zo = ~+ ~
where a5 = 1 - 4c, so because [c] > 1, we know that 11 - 4cl > 1 (since char(K) =I=- 2),
which implies that laol and 11+aol = 12zo1= 1<p~(zo)1are in turn greater than 1, and thus
that Zo is a repelling fixed point of <Pc.Such a point is in the JULIA set of <Pc,(i.e. (II) is
true,) so <Pchas bad reduction from the Theorem of MORTON and SILVERMAN. D
Suppose that K is also algebraically closed. Then, because each quadratic polynomial
a2x2 + aIX + ao E K[x] has the form Z2 + c E K[z] under the co-ordinate change X 1----7
a: 0 - ~ (for a2,O being a root of Z2 - a2 in K), M happens to catalogue all quadratic
polynomials having good reduction in some co-ordinate system. Hence, from the Theorem
of MORTON and SILVERMAN together with the proposition, we see that in the case of
quadratic polynomials this is equivalent to having an empty JULIA set (provided that
char(K) =I=- 2).
BENEDETTO has studied this question of equivalence of good reduction to empty JULIA
set in a much more general context, and we next turn our attention to his results in this
direction.
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4.3 Polynomials with good reduction
In studying the extent to which having empty JULIA set is equivalent to a map having
good reduction, BENEDETTO [2] has proved the following for polynomial maps:
Theorem 4.3 If char(K) = 0 or char(K) = p ~ d - 1, and 'IjJ(z) E K[z] is a polynomial
of degree d, then the JULIA set J'ljJ of'IjJ is empty if and only if'IjJ has good reduction.
Proof: We have seen that good reduction is sufficient for the JULIA set to be empty.
To prove the converse, firstly observe that if'IjJ is constant or linear, then there exists a
co-ordinate system in which 'IjJ has good reduction. Suppose that deg 'IjJ ~ 2, and notice
that each fixed point of 'IjJ must be non-repelling for the JULIA set to be empty (from
Proposition 3.1), and we are thus in a position to apply Lemma 3.1.
Suppose that char(K) > d. We proceed to show that there exists a disc which is the d-fold
image of itself under 'IjJ, from which the good reduction of 'IjJwill be an easy consequence.
This we do by showing that all of those critical points of 'IjJwhich are sufficiently close to
fixed points of the map, are all contained in such a disc. The proof of this fact is fairly
technical, and relies on some of the results shown in earlier chapters.
Let
51 := {a EK: 'IjJ'(a) = 0 and a E Drx(x) for some fixed point x of 'IjJ}
where r x is the radius associated to x under 'IjJ in Lemma 3.1. Similarly, if y is a periodic
point of'IjJ with exact period ny, we let r(y,ny} be the radius associated to y under 'IjJny.
Note that y is a non-repelling fixed point of 'IjJny, since J'ljJny = J'ljJ (from Proposition 3.4).
Then we set
52 := {a E K\51 : 'IjJ'(a) = 0 and a E Dr(y,ny)(y) for some fixed point y of 'IjJny}.
Now for any a E 51 U 52, if a E Dr(x,nx) (x) n Dr(y,ny) (y), then the association of a to
ra = r(x,nx} is well-defined: firstly Dr(x,nx)(a) = Dr(x,nx)(x) C Dr(y,ny)(y) = Dr(y,ny)(a)
or Dr(x,nx) (x) ~ Dr(y,ny) (y) since the two discs have non-empty intersection. More-
over, 'ljJnXny = ('ljJnx)ny maps Dr(x,nx) (x) multiply-to-one onto itself, and 'ljJnXny = ('ljJny)nx
acts similarly on Dr( )(y), so from the uniqueness of the radius associated to 'ljJnXny in
y,ny
Lemma 3.1 such that this polynomial maps some disc about a non-repelling fixed point
multiply-to-one onto itself, in fact r(x,nx) = r(y,ny}'
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For any a E SI U S2, let Na be the minimum period of all periodic points in Dra (a), which
exists from the well-ordering of N. Only finitely many critical points exist since 'IjJ' is a
polynomial, so we can choose some prime q which strictly exceeds Na for each a E SI US2'
If w is a fixed point of 'ljJq, then we claim that there exists a E Dr(w.q) (w) n SI' In the
first place, 'ljJq maps Dr(w,q) (w) m-to-one onto itself for some m > 1 as the degree of
'ljJq exceeds 1. Each factor of m is at most d, since any point in Dr(w,q) (w) can have
at most d pre-images in 'IjJ-1(Dr(w,q)(w)), each of which can have at most d pre-images
in 'IjJ-1('IjJ-1(Dr(W,q) (w))), and so on, with the total number of pre-images being m, the
product of the number of pre-images at each step. Because char(K) > d, we thus know
that char(K) t m. Hence from Lemma 3.3 we know that Dr(W,q)(w) contains a critical
point of 'IjJ, say b. Now from the definition of Nb, there exists some y of exact period Nb
such that b E Dr(y,Nb) (y). Setting rb = r(y,Nb}' the same argument as before suffices to
show that Dr(w,q)(w) = Dr(y,Nb)(Y) = Drb(b).
However, in this case we also know that q and Nb are relatively prime, so since both 'ljJq
and 'ljJNbmap Drb (b) onto itself, 'IjJalso does. If we again think of the possible numbers of
pre-images of the disc under the action of'IjJ it is evident that 'IjJmaps Drb (b) multiply-to-
one onto itself (where the multiple is yIm), as 'ljJqmaps Drb(b) m-to-one onto itself and
m > 1. But then, Drb(b) contains yIm fixed points of'IjJ from Lemma 2.3(a), so that
Nb = 1 and b E SI. i.e. Dr(w,q) (w) n SI is non-empty, as claimed.
If a E Dr(w,q) (w) n SI, notice that our former discussion showed that Dra (a) = Dr(w,q) (w).
Now let the set of discs {Dra (a) : a E SI} be denoted by {Dl, D2, ... , Dv} where DinDk =
o for all i =I=- k. Each such disc Di contains a fixed point, say Xi, of'IjJ and is the mi-fold
image of itself under 'IjJ, where 2 ~ mi ~ d for each i E {l, ... ,v} from Lemma 3.1.
Now from Lemma 2.3(a), it follows that the total number of fixed points in each disc is
v
precisely mi. But then L:mi = d.
i=l
At the same time, we know that any fixed point w of 'ljJqhas Dr(w,q) (w) = Dra (a) for some
a E SI. Thus, because DrJa) = Dj is then the mJ-fold image of itself under 'ljJq, from
Lemma 2.3(a) this disc contains mj of the dq fixed points of 'ljJq. Now each of the fixed
points of 'IjJ is also fixed by 'ljJq, so that in every disc Di there is some fixed point of 'ljJq,
and each such disc thus contains mi of the dq fixed points of 'ljJq. Hence we know that
v
L:mi = dq. However, with d, q and mi all at least 2 for all i E {l, ... ,v}, the only way for
i=l
v
this to be tenable with L:mi = d is for v = 1. Then, some disc Dra (a) is the ml = d-fold
i=l
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image of itself under '1/;, as asserted initially.
A co-ordinate change suffices to move this disc to the valuation ring D1(0). For this disc
to then be the d-fold image of itself under a polynomial (say '1/;0) of degree d, '1/;0 must
have coefficients in Dl (0) and its leading coefficient must be a unit. (Indeed, from the
proof of Lemma 3.1, we know that T = 1 = min2<i<d{ ._~} = d-~ when we write
- - 'Icil ICdl
d
'l/;o(z) = I:: c.z". Thus ICdl= 1and max2<i<d-1 {ICii} < 1. Here, ICII::; 1also, since 0 must
i=l - -
be a non-repelling fixed point of'l/;o). But such a polynomial has good reduction, since
d
we can express it as 'l/;o([x : y)) = [I:: CiXiyd-i : yd], where ICdl= 1 implies that the only
i=l
d _
shared root of I:: CiXiyd-i and yd is trivial.
i=l
To complete the proof, we consider the more general situation of deg '1/;::; chaT(K) + 1=
p + 1. Observe that in the above discussion, the characteristic of K is only important in
allowing us to use a lemma which guarantees the existence of a critical point in a certain
disc about a periodic point of'l/;. Thus, we aim to show that if, as before, w is a fixed point
of'l/;q where q is as above and 'I/; maps Dr(w,q) (w) m-to-one onto itself as in Lemma 3.1, then
chaT(K) t m. Lemma 3.3, is then applicable and we use it to see that Dr(w,q) (w) contains
a critical point. We can then proceed making use of the same argument as before. Along
the way, we shall eliminate certain cases where the good reduction is more immediately
seen.
We can assume that by means of some co-ordinate change if necessary, 'I/; is monic and fixes
O. Let 'I/;(z) = zd + Cd_IZd-1+ ... + CIZ and define T := max{lxl : x E K and 'I/;(x) = oj.
If z E K has Izl > T, then we claim that I'I/; (z) I = Izdl > Izl in all cases where the
good reduction is not readily seen: firstly, from the roots theorem, if z has Izl > T, then
maxI:Si:Sd{ICiZiI} corresponds to a unique index. For z sufficiently large, this maximum
is Izdl, so that if s :=min{a E :IR: a > 0 and maxI:Si:Sd{lcilai} = ad}, then s ::; T. (Since
otherwise, if s > T, there exists t E :IR, with T < t < s, for which maxI:Si:Sd{lcilti} > td. But
then from the continuity of the functions ICilwi and the fact that the index corresponding
to the maximum decreases as w decreases from s to t, there exists v E (t, sj such that
maxI:Si:Sd{lcilvi} = vd = ICjlvj for some j E {I, ... ,d - I}. Because K is algebraically
closed, there exists 'YE K such that 'Yd-j -Cj = 0 and such a'Y has I'YI= v, so that vEIKI.
From the roots theorem, this implies that there exists x E K with lxi = v, for which
'I/;(x) = O. This is a contradiction to the choice of T.) Thus, maxI:Si:Sd{lciZil} = Izdl > ICjzjl
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for each z E K with Izl > T and for each j E {1, ... , d - I}. From ultrametricity, then
1'¢I(z) I = Izdl for all such z.
Now let s = min2<i<d{ _~}. Since J1/J = (/J, 0 must be a non-repelling fixed point of
- - • led
'¢I, and it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that 'IjJmaps Ds(O) multiply-to-one onto
itself. If T ~ s, then there exist d pre-images of 0 in Dr(O) c Ds(O), so that 'IjJmust
map Ds(O) d-to-one onto itself, and as above there thus exists a co-ordinate system in
which '¢I has good reduction. So suppose that s < 1. Then there exists Cj with iejl > 1,
so that v(Cj) < O. Now because 'IjJ is monic, (d,O) lies on the NEWTON polygon of 'IjJ, and
hence, with some coefficient of'IjJ having negative valuation, there is a segment of positive
gradient on the NEWTON polygon. Thus, some root of 'IjJ has negative valuation, and
norm greater than or equal to 1. i.e., T 2: 1. Now if Izl > T, this implies that Izdl > Izl
from the multiplicativity of the norm.
In what follows, we can thus assume that Izl > T implies that 1'¢I(z) I = Izdl > [z].
From Lemma 2.4, 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)) is a finite union of closed rational discs, each of which is
mapped mi-to-one onto Dr(O) for some mi 2: 1 associated to each of these discs. Let
'¢I-l(Dr(O)) := Dl U ... U Du denote this union.
Observe that 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)) C Dr(O) since if z E K has Izl > T, then 'IjJ(z) ti. Dr(O).
If u = 1, then 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)) = Dy(O) is some closed rational disc containing 0 and each
other root of'IjJ. Thus Dr(O) C 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)). Because also 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)) C Dr(O), we thus
know that 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)) = Dr(O). However, since d pre-images of 0 occur in 'IjJ-l(Dr(O)),
this disc maps d-to-one onto itself and as before, 'IjJhas good reduction in some co-ordinate
system.
So suppose that u > 1, and take any Di with i E {1, ... , u}. We know that Di C
'IjJ(Dr(O)) C Dr(O), but more than this can be said: since the discs Di are disjoint by
assumption, also Di~Dr(O). Because 'IjJ(Di) = Dr(O)~Di, from Lemma 2.3(b), Di contains
a fixed point a; of 'IjJ.Again because J1/J is empty, we know that a, is non-repelling, and thus,
Lemma 3.1 is applicable in giving the unique radius ti such that '¢I maps Dt;(ai) multiply-
to-one onto itself. If for some i, Di C Dt;(ai), then Dr(O) = 'IjJ(Di) c 'IjJ(Dt;(ai)) =
Dt;(ai), so that Dt;(ai) = Dt;(O) where ti 2: T. (Of course, if ti > T, then 'IjJwould map
certain points of Dt;(ai) outside this disc, so in fact ti = T.) Now because there are thus d
pre-images of 0 under 'IjJ in Dt;(O), this disc is the d-fold image of itself under 'IjJ and the
mapping once again has good reduction under some co-ordinate change. Thus suppose
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that Dt;(ai) c Di for each i E {1, ... , u}. In this case, Di maps multiply-to-one onto Dr(O)
for each i. Hence, with u being greater than 1, 'IjJ can map any Di at most (d - 2)-to-one
onto Dr(O). Any disc D which 'IjJ maps into Dr(O) is a subset of Di for some i E {1, ... ,u}.
Thus, 'IjJ maps D at most (d - 2)-to-one onto its image. Hence, with d - 2 < char(K)
by assumption, we know that for any lEN, whenever 'ljJl maps some disc multiply-to-one
into Dr(O), then char(K) does not divide this multiple. This is what we aimed to see,
since all periodic points of'IjJ are in Dr(O) (as 1'IjJ(z) I > Izl for all z with Izl > r), so that
with w,q and Dr(w,q)(w) as above, Dr(w,q)(w) C Dr(O), and if'IjJq maps Dr(W,q)(w) m-to-one
onto itself, then char(K) tm and we are in a position to apply Lemma 3.3 and proceed
as formerly. 0
It is interesting to see an example of a map having sufficiently high degree with bad
reduction as well as an empty JULIA set. The example we shall discuss shows that in the
case of the residue field having characteristic 2, the bound given in the above theorem is
sharp. The sharpness of the bound also turns out to hold in the case for residue fields of
any odd prime characteristic, as an example in [2] shows.
Of course, it is in general not easy to show that a map has bad reduction, but this task
is facilitated by the following
Proposition 4.4 If ¢(z) E K(z) is a rational map with an attracting fixed point at 00,
and the set of iterates of zero under ¢ is bounded, then for ¢ to have bad reduction it is
sufficient that for each c E K*, Cl ¢(cz) does not have good reduction as written.
Proof: Suppose that although ¢ is a rational map satisfying the hypotheses of the proposi-
tion, there is some co-ordinate system in which ¢ has good reduction. Let h E PGL(2, K)
be an automorphism which effects a change to this co-ordinate system - i.e. h-l 0 ¢ 0 h
has good reduction.
We claim that any element of PGL(2, OK) has good reduction:
indeed, if f E PGL(2, OK), say f([x : yl) = [ax + by : cx + dy] where a, b, c, dE OK and
at least one of a, b, c, d is a unit, then the determinant ad - be is a unit, so ad - be -I 0,
implying that ax+by = cx+d = 0 has a unique solution, namely (0,0), and consequently
f has good reduction.
Moreover, from this discussion we see that any such f E PGL(2, OK) has a reduction 1
which is non-constant. Being a morphism of lP~ to itself, 1is thus surjective. (See [19,
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1.2].) Consequently, with 'IjJ= h-1 0 <jy0 h being well defined, given any 9 E PGL(2, OK),
also g-l E PGL(2, OK) so that g-loh-1 0 <jy0 hog is well-defined from the surjectivity of 9
and g-l. Hence, 'IjJ := g-loh-1o<jyohog also has good reduction for any 9 E PGL(2, OK) - in
particular for a 9 which is chosen so that 00 is an attracting fixed point of'IjJ. (Recall that
co-ordinate changes do not change multipliers, so we can obtain that 00 is an attracting
fixed point under 'IjJ.)
We would now like to apply Lemma 3.2 to the open neighbourhood Woo := {z E ]P>l(K) :
Z = 00 +MK} about the attracting fixed point 00. Consequently, we aim now to show
that 'IjJ(W 00) c Woo, and do this with the aid of HENSEL'S Lemma for Power Series
(Lemma 2.1).
By means of some co-ordinate change taking 00 to a E K and 'IjJ to X, we know that X
00
has a power series expansion about a, say X(z) = L: ai(z - a)i. Then let w(z + MK) =
i=O
x(z + MK) - (a + MK) E K[[z + MK]]. This power series converges so there exist
representatives for the coefficients of w such that w is a power series which reduces to w
and for which all but a finite number of the coefficients are in MK. Thus, w is congruent
to a polynomial modulo MK.
Now (z + MK) - (a + MK) divides w(z + MK), so that we can write
w(z) = (z - a)lll(z)V(Z) (mod MK)
where
• l ~ 0;
• x = a +MK for each root x of Il;
• y i= a +MK for any root y of v;
• deg Il(z) + l > 0;
• Il is monic; and
Then the reduced polynomials Jl and lJ are relatively prime, so from HENSEL'S Lemma
for Power Series w(z) can be expressed as p(z)r(z) where p(z) E OK[Z] has p(z)
(z - a)lll(z) (modMK) and r(z) E OK[[Z)) satisfies r(z) = v(z)(modMK).
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Pick any Xo E Wa = {Z E JPI(K) : Z = a +MK} - i.e., Xo - a E MK. Then
since each root of (z - a)IJ.L(z) reduces to a +MK. But then X(xo) - a E MK and thus,
X(Wa) C Wa. Reversing the change of co-ordinates we effected in order to show this, we
find that 'lj;(W 00) C Woo as claimed.
From Lemma 3.2, the iterates of each point of Woo then tend to 00.
The point 0 may have moved under the change of co-ordinates, but not to any point with
unbounded iterates. (i.e, if 0 t--+ x under (h 0 g)-I, then {'lj;n(X)}nEN is a bounded set.)
Hence x = (h 0 g) -1 (0) ~ Woo. From the definition of the spherical metric , it is clear
that all distances on JPI (K) are less than or equal to 1. If two points of JPI (K) are closer
together than 1, then their reductions modulo MK are equal. Thus the spherical distance
from x to 00 is 1. But then x E DI(O) since otherwise, were [z] » 1, then there would be
homogeneous co-ordinates for x given by Xo and 1 such that x = [xo : 1] where Ixol > 1;
and as a result Ilx,ooll = 1;01 < 1 which is not true. It thus follows that the mapping
q(z) = z + x is a mapping in PGL(2, OK) because we can write q([s : tJ) = [s + xt : t]
where 1 and x are both in OK and the determinant is 1 which is a unit.
But then as before, the map «:' 0 'lj; 0 q has good reduction and is a map for which
the iterates of 0 remain bounded and 00 is an attracting fixed point. However, with
q-I o'lj;oq = (hogoq)-I oepo (hogoq), we see that (hogoq)-I is a linear map which
fixes 0 and 00. Thus it is of the form z t--+ ~z for some c E K*. But then cIep(cz) has
good reduction, which is a contradiction to our assumption that ep satisfy the conditions
of the proposition. o
Example
Claim: The polynomial ep(z) = Z4 + ~ Z2 : JPI (n2) -+ JPI (n2) has bad reduction as well as
having an empty JULIA set.
Proof of claim: Let x and y be homogeneous co-ordinates for z (so that z = [x : yJ),
and let qc(z) = cz for each c E n2 *. Then ¢(z) = ep([x : yJ) = [V2x4 + x2y2 : V2y4], so
that
q-I 0 ¢([cx : yJ)
«' 0 [V2C4X4 + c2x2y2 : V2y4]
[V2C3X4 + cx2y2 : V2y4].
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Because y12y4 always reduces to the zero polynomial, we consider various possibilities for
the norm of e and show that in each case, the first polynomial has a meaningful reduction
(in which case any of its non-trivial roots are shared by the zero polynomial) or that
multiplying each of the polynomials y12e3x4 + ex2y2 and y12y4 by suitable factors yields
meaningful reduction to polynomials sharing non-trivial roots. Firstly, if lei < 1, then
the reduction of y12e3x4 + ex2y2 is 0, so that e-1¢(ez) has bad reduction in such cases; if
lei = 1, then the polynomial x2y2 is the reduction of the first homogeneous polynomial
representing e-1¢(ez) so that again e-1¢(ez) has bad reduction; and if [c] > 1, then we
write e-1¢(ez) = [y12x4 +e-2x2y2 :c3y12y4], from which it is clear that both polynomials
reducing to 0 implies that e-1¢(ez) has bad reduction once again. Because ¢ is a map
which fixes both 0 and 00, from the above proposition we know that ¢ has bad reduction.
If Izl > 22-2, then Iz41> lyI2z21, and hence I¢(z) I= IZ41for all z E W := pI (n2)\D22-2 (0).
But because 22-2 > 1, this means that ¢(W) c W. From Lemma 3.2, with 00 E W being
an attracting fixed point of ¢, it follows that the iterates of all points of W tend to 00.
Thus, given any open set U about 00, then for any z E W, there exists some n E N such
that ¢n(z) E U. In particular, with 00 E :F¢ (from Proposition 3.1), there exists some
open set about 00 which is contained in :F¢ by the definition of the FATOU set. Because
:F¢ = :F¢n = ¢-n(:F¢n) for each n E N (from Propositions 3.4 and forwards) it then follows
that each point of W is in :F¢.
Now let z E D22-2 (0) be arbitrary, and pick any u E D2-2-1 (z). If we let w = z _ u so
that u = z _ w, then
4 1 2 4 1 2[z + y12z _ (z _ w) _ y12(z _ w) I
IZ4_ (z _ W)4 + _1_[z2 _ (z _ w)2ll
yI2
1I[Z2_ (z _ W)2][Z2 + (z _ W)2 + y12ll
Now here, IZ2+ (z _ W)2 + ~I ::; I~I since Izl2 ::; 22-1 = I~ I and Iz _ wl2 ::; 2-1 < I~I·
I¢(z) _ ¢(u)1
Thus,
I¢(z) _ ¢(u)1 22-11z2 _ (z _ w)21
22-112zw _ w21
< 22-11wlmax{12zl, Iwl}
< 22-11wlmax{2-122-2, 2-2-1}
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:::; Iwl = Iz - ui
from which we see that z E :F¢ and hence that .1'¢ = 0. o
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Chapter 5
Two finiteness theorems
In this final chapter, we are concerned with two marvellous results which in different
contexts ensure the finiteness of the numbers of points of varieties which satisfy certain
dynamical criteria under morphisms of these varieties to themselves.
The first theorem we present is that of NORTHCOTT stating that the total number of
preperiodic points of morphisms of certain varieties over a number field, which are rational
relative to any of the number fields of a given degree over Q, is always finite. This classical
result is not specific to the case of non-archimedean dynamical systems, but it fits well
into our discussion.
Returning to the special situation of non-archimedean dynamics, we subsequently discuss
a more recent development in the work of MORTON and SILVERMAN, who succeeded in
showing that the number of attracting periodic points under a separable morphism of
the projective line over a valued field to itself is finite, whenever the morphism has good
reduction. The proof of this fact relies on basic tools from Algebraic Geometry and the
study of Function Fields, which we forge en route.
5.1 The finiteness of the number of rational preperi-
odic points on a variety
Let V be a variety in projective n-space over <C (i.e. Ipm(<c)), given by the zero set of a
finite number of homogeneous polynomials with coefficients in a number field K. We turn
our attention to the K-rational preperiodic points of V with respect to some morphism
¢ : V ---+ V given by ¢([xo : ... : Xn]) = [¢O(XO, ... , Xn) : ... : ¢n(XO, ... , xn)], where
¢i(XO, ... ,xn) E K[xo, ... ,xn] for each i. By K-rational points of V we mean those points
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of the variety for which there exist homogeneous co-ordinates where each co-ordinate lies
in K. As <P is a well-defined map on V, the <Pi are not all zero at any point of V, and each is
a homogeneous form of the same degree, say l. In 1948, NORTHCOTT showed that if l 2:: 2,
i.e. if <P is not linear, then there are at most finitely many preperiodic points of <P which
are rational relative to any of the number fields of a given degree over Q. In particular,
there is at most a finite number of K-rational preperiodic points on the variety.
To prove his result, NORTHCOTT introduces an arithmetic function (which we shall define
in a moment) with respect to which he shows a crucial property: namely that the set of all
points of V which are rational relative to any number field of a chosen degree over Q, for
which the value under this arithmetic function is bounded by some given positive integer,
is finite. To conclude the proof, he then merely needs to show that each preperiodic point
which is rational relative to some number field K, is bounded under this function, by
some constant depending only on V, <P and the degree of K I Q.
If f. = [(.0 : ... : (.n] is an K-rational point of Vand (.0, ... ,(.n are homogeneous co-
ordinates which are in OK, we define II; to be the ideal ((.0) + ... + ((.n) in OK, and
set
where the product is over all Q-isomorphisms a of Kin C, the absolute value signs denote
the usual (archimedean) norm on C, and NKIQ(II;) is the norm of the ideal II; in Q. (See
Appendix B for a precise definition of NKIQ(II;)).
Observe that AK is independent of the choice of homogeneous co-ordinates for e, and
that if E is a finite extension of K, then AE(f.) = (AK(f.))[E:K] since e is K-rational and
[E: K] Q-isomorphisms of E extend each Q-isomorphism of K.
Theorem 5.1 If m, rEN and L:K denotes the set of all K -raiional points f. in lP'n(c)
which satisfy AK(f.) :S r, then
X:= U L:K
[K:Q]==m
is a finite set.
Proof:
Take an arbitrary f. E X. Then for some number field K, f. E L:K. Suppose that f. =
[(.0 : ... : (.n] where ((.0,···, (.n) are homogeneous co-ordinates for f. lying in K. Define
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I := (~o) + ... + (~n) and let
( ) nCT(~gxo + ... + ~~xn)I Xo,···, Xn = INKIQ(I)I .
We claim that I(xo, ... ,xn) E Z[xo, ... ,xn] :
For each term of I, the numerator of the coefficients is a symmetric function of terms of
the form ~~l ••• ~f::,where the Q-isomorphisms of K are denoted by (JI, ... ,(Jm, so each
such expression is fixed under the action of (Jj for each j. Now form the normal closure of
E := Q(6, ... , ~n) and denote it by N. Although N is not necessarily contained in K, each
Q-automorphism of N is (trivially) the extension of some Q-isomorphism of E, each of
which is the restriction of some Q-isomorphism of K to E. Hence, each Q-automorphism
of N also fixes the numerator of each coefficient. Because N I Q is a GALOIS extension,
the numerators of the coefficients of I are thus all in Q. Now IN KIQ(I) I E Z, (see Appendix
B) so that in fact I(xo, ... ,xn) E Q[xo, ... , xn]. We proceed to show that the coefficients
are integers: pick any a = ~~l ••• c: and now view the normal closure of K, say L. Let
I' = IOL. We claim that a E NLIQ(I')OL: indeed,
a[L:K] E II (I')CT,
CTEG(LIQ)
since precisely [L : K] Q-isomorphisms of L extend each Q-isomorphism of K. Now in
Appendix B this product is seen to be precisely NLIQ(I')OL. Because NLIQ(I') is principal,
writing the absolute value of a generator of this Z ideal as INLIQ(I') I, it hence follow that
a[L:K]
INLIQ(I')I E OL.
From the definition of the norm of an ideal, it is clear that
Because I' = IOL, we then see that
NKIQ(NLIK(IOL))
N KIQ(I[L:K])
[NK1Q(I)][L:K].
But then
a[L:K]
INKIQ(I)I[L:K] E OL·
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Because INK~(I)I E L is a root of the polynomial
[£OK]X[L:K]_ a'
INKIQ(I)I[L:K] ,
the element INK~CI)I is integral over OL and hence is in OL. Similarly, each of the other
terms in the coefficient in which INK~(I)I appears is in OL. The coefficient itself is thus
also in OL'
But we showed above that f(xo, ... , Xn) E Q[XO,' .. , Xn], so that this coefficient is in Q.
Since Q nOL = Il, it thus follows that f has integer coefficients as claimed.
Further, notice that (~oxo + ... +~nxn) is a factor of f. Also, because AK(~) ::; r, we know
that
I~?.. ·~fml
1 m < r
INK1Q(I) I _
for each possible product ~~1 ••• ~f::.The number of terms of a symmetric function of
(n + 1) variables with degree m is (n + I]'", so this is the maximum number of terms in
the coefficient of each term of f. Hence, r(n + I)?' is an upper bound for the norms of all
coefficients of f.
We have shown that any point [~o : ... : ~n] of X corresponds to a factor (~oxo+·· '+~nxn)
of a form, which like f has degree m and integer coefficients with norm less than or equal
to r(n + L)?'. However, it is clear that only finitely many such forms exist. Thus, in
factoring this finite number of forms over C, the total number of their factors of the type
(aoxo + ... + anxn) is also finite because of the bound on the degrees of the forms. There
are thus only finitely many candidates for the points of X. o
Suppose that V is the zero set of the forms fI, ... ,I, E K[xo, ... , Xn]. As the first step
towards showing the boundedness of K -rational preperiodic points of V under AK, we
prove the following:
Lemma 5.1 Any point A = [Ao : ... : An] of V satisfies
(IAol + + IAnl)l
l1>o(A)1 + + l1>n(A)1 ::; c,
where l is the degree of 1> and c is some (real) constant which depends only on the coeffi-
cients of the fi and the 1>j in C.
Proof:
Let [ao : an] E V with laol + ... + lanl ,= 1. All points having such co-ordinates,
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viewed as points of affine (n + 1) space, form a closed and bounded (and hence compact)
subset, say B, of Cn+1. It is well known that any continuous real-valued function assumes
its maximum on such a set. Now
(Ixol + + Ixnl)l
g(xo, ... , xn) = l<Po(x)1 + + l<Pn(x)1
is a continuous real-valued function on B :
Each point of S gives the co-ordinates of a point of V, and for each a E V, I<Po(a) I+ ... +
l<Pn(a) I =1= 0 by the assumption that <P is a well defined function on V. Hence, choosing
homogeneous co-ordinates {J = ({30, ... ,(3n) for a which give a point of S, we know that
l<Po({J)I + ... + I<Pn({J)I =1= 0 for all {J E B.
Denote by c the maximum of 9 on B and observe that c depends only on the coefficients
of the fi and the <pj. Now take any point ..\ = [Ao : ... : An] of V. Then there exist
homogeneous co-ordinates of ..\ which describe a point of S, (say (A~, ... , A~)), so since
the <Pj are homogeneous of degree l, g(A~, ... , A~) = g(Ao, ... , An) and this proves the
lemma. o
Now for fi and <Pj as above, denote by Ko the subfield of K which is the smallest number
field containing the coefficients of the Ii and <pj. By assumption, no common root of
<Po, ... ,<Pn is also a common root of h,....i; Hence it follows that we can write
where A~)x) and B~/Jx) E Ko[xo, ... , xn]. (See [21], page 6 for the details.) Choosing
p = maxi{Ki}, we can multiply each expression by a suitable power of Xi and by some
rational integer C, to obtain
(5.1)
for i E {O, ... , n}, where Aiv(X) and Bip,(X) have coefficients in OKa for each i,j, vand u.
Using the above lemma together with (5.1), we can prove:
Theorem 5.2 Any K -rational point f. of V satisfies:
where M is a constant depending only on Vand <P (but not on K.)
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Proof:
If ~= [~o : ... : ~nl is any K-rational point of V, let 'L= (~o)+ ... + (~n) and then let E be
some number field in which each ideal of K is principal, (see Appendix B) say'LOE = (t).
But then ~ = [~ : ... :~l is in F(C), and denoting ~ by (i, we have that
((0) + ... + ((n) = (1). (5.2)
<p(~) is similarly an K-rational point (since Ko as defined above is contained in K) so that
we can also find homogeneous co-ordinates (vo, ... , vn) for <p(~) in E such that
(Vo) + ... + (Vn) = (1). (5.3)
Then we have that
which implies that there exists", E E such that <Pi(~) = ",Vi for i E 0,1, ... ,n. But then,
from (5.3), we know that
(<Po(~)) + ... + (<Pn(~)) = (",). (5.4)
From Lemma 5.1, we know that
(1(01+ 1(11+ + I(nl)l < C'
1",1(lvol+ lVII + + Ivnl) -
for some c'depending only on Vand on <p. Now for any given Q-isomorphism of E, say
T, then denoting the variety defined by the conjugates of the defining forms of V by VT,
it follows that
Under <Pi the point ((á, ... ,(~) will have image ",TV[ for each i, so that
(I(ál + 1([1+ + 1(~I)l < c
I",TI(lvol + Ivrl + + Iv~l) - (T)'
Here C(T) is a constant which depends on the coefficients of the defining forms of VT and on
the coefficients of the forms <Pi in precisely the same way as c' depends on the coefficients
of the ii and the <pj. But the product over all Q-isomorphisms T of E then yields:
OT(I(ál + 1([1+ ... + 1(~1)1 < [E:Q)
00' I",O'I(lvgl + Ivfl + ". + Iv~l) - c , (5.5)
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where c = maxr{c',C(r)}. Now from (5.2) and (5.3) we know that
and also INEIQ((vo) + ... + (vn))1 = 1, so (5.5) can be rewritten as:
(5.6)
We now find a bound on INEIQ("')I and use our knowledge of the form of AE in terms of
AK to complete the proof: from the expressions in (5.1), namely
for each i, where the coefficients of the Aiv and the BiJl- are algebraic integers, we find
that for our point e = [(0 : ... : (n] of V,
v
for each i. But then
(C)[((o)P + ... + ((n)P] ~ (cPo(e)) + ... + (cPn(e)),
as Aiv(e) E OE for each i and u. From (5.4) it then follows that
Thus, because ((0) + ... + ((n) = (1) implies ((o)P + ... + ((n)P = (1) (see Appendix B),
in fact (C) ~ (",). But then C = ",t for some t E OE, and hence
INEIQ(C)I
INEIQ("')I = INEIQ(t)1 .
Of course, INEIQ(t)I E Z, and C is itself a rational integer, so that INEIQ(C)I = C[E:QJ.
Hence,
_ C[E:QJ [E:QJ
INEIQ("')I - INEIQ(t)1 :::;C .
Combining this with (5.6), we thus have:
Let M = cC and observe that M depends only on Vand cP.Using the fact that AE(V) =
(AK(v))[E:KJ for each K-rational point v of V, and extracting [E : K]th roots on each side
of the inequality yields:
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The properties we have derived thus far with respect to the arithmetic function AK are
valid for any K-rational points of a given variety. In order to complete the proof of the
finiteness of the set of all K-rational preperiodic points, we use the bound in the above
theorem to show that such preperiodic points are all elements of the set X of Theorem 5.1,
i.e. that they are K-rational points which are bounded above under the action of AK by
some fixed positive integer. This we do by means of the following
Lemma 5.2 Let I;. be any K -rational point of V which is preperiodic under the action of
1 on V. Then
where M is the constant of Theorem 5.2.
Proof:
Suppose that I;. is some K-rational preperiodic point of V such that
[K:Q]
AK(I;.) > M 1-1 ,
and let the image set of I;. with respect to succesive application of 1be {I;. = e(O), e(l) =
1(1;.), ... ,e(s) = 1S(I;.)} for some finite s. Now
Ak(ëO) < M[K:lQllAK(<!>(e»
M[K:lQll AK(ë1)
from Theorem 5.2, giving
AK(e(l) > A~-l)(e(O) = [AK(e(O)] (1-1)
AK(e(O) - M[K:lQll M[f~?] > 1.
[K:Q] [K:Q]
But then AK(e(1) > AK(e(O) and AK(e(O) > M 1-1 , so AK(e(l) > M 1-1 , which shows
that the argument can be repeated (e(l) is also a point of V) which would then yield
for some t with 1 :::;t < s (since I;. is preperiodic). i.e. AK(e(t) < AK(e(t). This absurdity
proves the lemma. o
A synthesis of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.1 produces:
Theorem 5.3 (Northcott) If 1:V ---+ V is a non-linear morphism of a variety V,
(which is defined over a number field KJ, and the coefficients of the forms defining the
action of 1are all algebraic integers, then the set of preperiodic points of V which are
rational relative to any of the number fields of a fixed degree over Q, is finite.
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5.2 The finiteness of the number of attracting peri-
odic points under a separable morphism
A morphism <jJ : lP'k --r lP'k which has good reduction can only have non-repelling periodic
points since the JULIA set of such a morphism is empty (see Chapter 4), and all periodic
points of the FATOU set of <jJ are non-repelling (see Chapter 3). More can be said when
the reduced map {jy is separable (i.e. when the function field I F(lP'1 (K)) is a separable
extension of F({jy(lP'I(K))): in this case, MORTON and SILVERMAN have shown that <jJ can
have at most finitely many attracting fixed points. Their proof makes use of the finiteness
of the number of ramification points under a separable morphism between curves, as
well as information pertaining to the zero-cycles of certain intersections of subvarieties of
lP'k x lP'k and of lP'k x lP'k respectively.
In discussing their proof, we firstly expound technical machinery related to the mapping
on the cotangent spaces at points on a curve which is induced by a morphism acting
on the curve, thereafter defining the relevant cycles and describing properties of direct
bearing to this proof.
5.2.1 The mapping on the cotangent space induced by a mor-
phism
Let P be a point on a smooth projective curve X which is defined over a field K, and
suppose that <jJ : X --r X is a morphism. P has an affine neighbourhood A, for which
we can choose co-ordinates such that P is at the origin (0, ... ,0) in A c An(K). With
X being a curve, its points in this affine set are the zeros of a system of polynomials
{fi(XI, ... ,xn) : i = 1, ... ,m}. Writing Ii(Xll ... ,xn) = Li(Xll"" xn) + 9i(Xb ... ,xn)
where Li is linear in {XI, ... , xn}, but the degree of each term of 9i is greater than or
equal to 2 (which is possible since fi(P) = fi((O, , 0)) = 0), we define the tangent space
8p,x of X at P to be the zero set of {Li: i = 1, , m} in An(K). The space of linear
forms on 8 P,X (i.e. its dual space 8p,x) is referred to as the cotangent space of X at P.
A useful characterization of the cotangent space which facilitates the definition of a map
of the cotangent space, is the following:
Proposition 5.1 For any P E X, a smooth projective curve defined over a field K, if
lSee [6], page 16 or [14], page 29 for the definition of the function field F(X) of a variety X.
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Mp is the maximal ideal of the ring of regular functions at P, then
e;"x ~ Mp / M~ as K -vector spaces.
Proof: As before, we can restrict our attention to some affine neighbourhood A of P since
our concern is with local properties of the curve at P. Thus suppose that A c An(K) and
that P = (Yl, ... ,Yn) in A.
Now the homogeneous co-ordinate ring r(X) of X is made up from the glueing of affine
co-ordinate rings corresponding to each of the affine neighbourhoods which can be chosen
to irredundantly cover X. We thus restrict our attention to the affine co-ordinate ring
which is associated to A in this construction, and denote it by rx(A). Then if Ix(A) is
the ideal of X viewed in this patch of the co-ordinate ring r(X), we know that rx(A) =
K[XI, ... , xnJ/(Ix(A)).
Now let mp = {f E rx(A) : f(P) = a}. Because the ring of regular functions at P is
isomorphic to the localization of the affine co-ordinate ring fx(A) at mp, (see [6, Theorem
I.3.2(c)]), we know that the maximal ideals of these rings are isomorphic. i.e, Mp f"..J mp.
Hence Mp/ M~ f"..J mp/m~ and we thus proceed to exhibit an isomorphism of mp/m~ onto
8*r.x-
Now for any H E K[xl, ... ,Xn], let
Clearly,
dp(H + J) = dpH + dpJ (5.7)
and
dp(H J) = H(P)dpJ + J(P)dpH (5.8)
for any Hand J E K[XI, ... , xn]. Moreover, if Ix(A) is given by Ix(A) = (FI, ,Fr),
then ep,x is defined by dpFI = ... = dpFr = a : this follows because if T = (XI, , xn),
then in the TAYLOR expansions Fi(T) = Fi(P) + FP)(T) + ... + Fi(l;}(T) for each i,
where Fi(j) (T) is homogeneous of degree i. the zeros of the linear terms FP) (T) = dpFi
determine the tangent space.
Now let 9 E fx(A) be arbitrary. Then 9 is determined modulo Ix(A) by the restriction of
some polynomial G E K[XI' ... ,xn] to A. Supposing that P = (a, ... .O] in A, it follows
that dpG is a linear form. If we let dpg = dpG, and view this form as a mapping of
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the tangent space of X at P, then the association of 9 to dpg is well-defined: if F is an
arbitrary element of Ix(A), then 9 is also determined by the restriction of F + G to X.
However, F = HIFI + ... + HrFr where Hi E K[XI, ... , xn] and dpFi is the zero form
on the tangent space for each i. Thus, applying (5.7) and (5.8) to the sum of products of
functions HiF; (where Fi(P) = 0 and dpFi = 0 for every i), we see that dpF = 0, and
consequently, dp(G + F) = dpG + dpF = dpG.
We claim that dp is a mapping of mp onto 8p,x which produces the required isomorphism:
In order to see this, we firstly show that dp(mp) = 8px : each f E rx(A) vanishing at,
P is mapped to a linear form on An and hence on 8p,x. Also, each linear form of 8p,x,
say 0, is the image under dp of some", E mp, because with P = (0, ... ,0) in A as
above, any polynomial mapping of A say I, having a TAYLOR expansion at P given by
I(T) = I(P) + O(T) + 12(T) + ... + It(T), has dp(!) = 0; so that also dp(! -,(P)) = 0,
where Y ': I(P) E mp.
Furthermore, ker(dp) = m~, as we proceed to show: suppose that 9 E mp has dpg = 0
and that G is some polynomial such that dpG = dpg. Now since 8p,x is defined by
dpFI = '" = dpFr = 0, each linear form on 8p,x is defined moldulo the linear forms
dpFi for i E {I, ... ,r} - in other words, {dpFI, ... , dpFr} spans the null-space of 8p,x'
Now dpG is a linear form which vanishes on 8p,x, and is thus an element of this null-space.
Thus, there exist Al, ... , Ar E K such that
(5.9)
Let GI = G-AIFI-" '-ArFr, so that GI(P) = G(P)-AIFI(P)-·' '-ArFr(P) = G(P) =
o since Glx = 9 and 9 E mp implies that g(P) = O. Also, dpGI = 0 from (5.9) together
with (5.7) and (5.8), and consequently, GI has no constant or linear terms. However,
Gllx = Glx = 9 since Fi(Q) = 0 for all Q E X and for each i. Thus, 9 is an element
of the square of the ideal generated by {XI, ... , z.,}, which we denote by (XI, ... , xn)2.
Since P = (0, ... ,0), it is evident that mp = (Xl, ... ,xn), and as a result 9 E m~. Hence,
ker(dp) = m~, proving the claim, since then mp/m~ f'V 8p,x' o
If X is as above, any given morphism 1> : X ---+ X induces a map 1>* of 8¢(p),x to 8(p),x
given by l H lo 1> for any l E Mrp(p)/ M~(p).
Suppose now that P is a fixed point of 1> and z is a uniformizer for the ring of regular
functions at P (i.e. z vanishes to order 1 at P). Owing to the fact that 1> is a morphism
which fixes P, and also because z E Mp, it follows that z 0 <jJ E Mp, so that z 0 1>
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is expressible as a power series in z with no constant term. But then it is clear that
(z +M~) 0 cp - cp*(P)z (mod M~), where the scalar cp*(P) determines the map on the
parameter z up to order 2. i.e.,
zo cp= cp*(P)z + O(Z2), (5.10)
where O(Z2) denotes terms vanishing at P to order greater than or equal to 2. Now the
mapping on any l E Mp/M~ is also determined by this scalar: l is expressible as a power
series in z with no constant term, so an arbitrary term of this power series is u.z", some
regular function at P, where u E K, and r ::::1. Then
(uocp)(zocpy
u(zocpY sinceuEK
u(cp*(P)z + O(Z2)y.
Considering what happens term for term under the mapping on the cotangent space
applied to l, it is then clear that lo cp= CP*(P)UIZ + O(Z2) where UI E K is the coefficient
of z in l. Since O(Z2) E M~ in every case, the scalar cp*(P) determines the map modulo
M~.
Proposition 5.2 With notation as above, when X =]pI and PE ]PI(K) is a fixed point
of cp, then the scalar cp*(P) is given by cp'(P), the derivative of cp at P
Proof: ]PI(K) is the zero set of the homogeneous polynomial f(x, y) = 0, so the tangent
space of any point of ]pI(K) barring [1 : 0] is isomorphic to A I (K). (We know that the
dimension of the tangent space of a variety is the same as that of the variety from [6,
Theorem I.3.2(c)] since the ring of regular functions at P is a regular local ring.) Suppose
that P = [0 : 1] under some co-ordinate change if necessary. Now each linear form on
AI(K) can be written as l(z) = az for some a E K, where z is a uniformizing parameter
at P.
As explained in Chapter 2 we can view cp as a rational function of some affine neighbour-
hood of P = [0 : 1]. i.e., cp is the quotient of two polynomials, the denominator of which
has no zeros on this neighbourhood. At P we can hence write cpas a power series using its
TAYLORexpansion: cp(z) = cp(P) + cp'(P)z +O(Z2), where O(Z2) again denotes terms van-
ishing to order greater than one at P. Here cp(P) is the image of the point corresponding
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to P in the embedding of K into ]pl(K), under the rational function ¢>. i.e. ¢>(P) = ¢>(O),
so since ¢> fixes P, in fact ¢>(P) = 0, and we have that ¢>(z)= ¢>'(P)z + O(Z2).
Thus,
lo ¢>(z) o:¢>'(P)z + O(Z2) (mod M~).
However, in the text we saw that lo ¢>(z) - ¢>*(P)o:z (mod M~) since 0: E K is the
coefficient of the linear term in the expansion of l as a power series about z.
It then follows that with o:¢>' (P) and o:¢>* (P) being constants, in fact ¢>' (P) = ¢>*(P). 0
The next lemma describes a situation which will prove to be of direct bearing to our
subsequent discussion, but we firstly require a definition:
Definition 5.1 A ramification point of a morphism X : X -+ Y of smooth projective
curves is a point P E X such that if t is a uniformizer of 0x(P),y, then vp(t 0 X) > 1
(where Vp denotes the valuation on Op,x).
If such a morphism X : X -+ Y induces a mapping X# of the function field F(Y) of Y into
the function field F(X) in such a way that F(X) I X#(F(Y)) is a separable extension,
then the morphism is referred to as being separable. A separable morphism of smooth
projective curves can have at most finitely many ramification points. (See STICHTENOTH
[20], page 82 : under the separability assumption, the support of the divisor which registers
the ramification at any place of a function field is finite.)
If the curve X has genus greater than 1 and X : X -+ X is separable, then from the
RIEMANN-HuRWITZ formula, (see [20, Chapter III]), it induces an automorphism of the
curve. This means that the function fields F(X) and X#(F(X)) are isomorphic, so there
are no ramification points.
Notice that if X = Y in our definition, and P is fixed by X, then P is a ramification point
of X if and only if vp(t 0 X) > 1, which is equivalent to vp(X*(P)t + O(t2)) > 1, which
in turn holds if and only if X*(P) = O. We proceed to generalize this fact in the form in
which we shall later require it:
Lemma 5.3 If'IjJ is a morphism of a smooth projective curve Y to itself and Q E Y is
a fixed point of 'ljJmsuch that the mapping ('ljJm)* of the cotangent space 8Q,y to itself is
the zero mapping (i.e. ('ljJm)*(Q) = 0), then some point in the orbit of Q usuier tb is a
ramification point of'IjJ.
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Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there is no ramification at any point in the orbit of
Q under 'IjJ. Let y denote a uniformizer of OQ, the ring of regular functions at Q, and for
each i E {1, ... , m} notate the valuation on the ring 01fJi(Q) by V1fJi(Q). Then since there is
no ramification at 'ljJm-1 (Q), we know that V1fJm-l(Q) (y 0 'IjJ) = 1. (Here we are viewing y as
a uniformizer of 01fJm(Q), which is - trivially - admissible since 'ljJm(Q) = Q.) But then yo'IjJ
is a uniformizer of 01fJm-l(Q), so because there is no ramification at 'ljJm-2(Q), it similaraly
follows that V1fJm-2(Q)(Y 0 'ljJ2) = V1fJm-2(Q)((Y 0 'IjJ) 0 'IjJ) = 1, and yo 'ljJ2 is a uniformizer of
01fJm-2(Q). Continuing in this way, we find that yo 'ljJm is a uniformizer of OQ. However,
we showed that yo 'ljJm = ('ljJm)*(Q)y + O(y2) (with notation as above), so that in this
case, yo 'ljJm = O(y2). But this means that vQ(y 0 'ljJm) 2: 2, a contradiction. There is thus
some ramification point in the orbit of Q under 'lj; as asserted. D
Observation: From the finiteness of the number of ramification points on a smooth
projective curve Y under a given separable morphism 'lj; : Y ---+ Y, it follows that there
are only finitely many periodic points Pi of Y for which ('ljJmi)*(pi) = 0 (where mi is the
period of Pi).
5.2.2 Cycles of periodic points
Let X be a smooth projective curve and denote the diagonal of X x X (i.e. the subvariety
of X x X defined by the equation Zl = Z2 if the points of X x X are given by pairs
(Zl, Z2)), by ~(X). If ¢ : X ---+ X is a morphism, we let r(¢) denote the graph of ¢ :
r(¢) := {(P, ¢(P)) : P E X} C X x X. Now ~(X) n I'(é) is a finite set of points or it is
empty whenever it is not the whole diagonal: indeed, observe that both r(¢) and ~(X)
are isomorphic to X. They are thus curves (i.e. varieties having dimension 1), which
are irreducible if we assume that X is irreducible. The intersection of any two curves is
a variety with dimension 1 or O. Being irreducible, the diagonal cannot have a proper
subvariety of dimension 1. Thus the intersection is either the whole diagonal (when ¢ is
the identity mapping); it is a finite set of points; or it is empty.
Suppose then that ¢ is not the identity and let P be any point of the intersection of ~(X)
and r(¢). If Z is a local parameter for the ring 0P,X (the ring of regular functions at
P), then locally around P, the intersection of ~(X) and r(¢) corresponds to the zeros of
zo ¢ - Z : this is because as subvarieties of X x X, ~(X) and r(¢) can be thought of as
the roots of the polynomials Zl - Z2 and Zl 0 ¢ - Z2 respectively, where again the points
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of X x X are given by pairs (Zb Z2). Because ¢ is a morphism, zo ¢ E ()p,x, and since
z o ¢(P) = 0, it follows that zo ¢ - z E ze()p,x for some e 2: 1. We denote by ap(¢) the
greatest e for which this occurs. (When P rt. ~(X) n r(¢), we set ap(¢) = 0.) It is clear
that ap (¢) indicates the multiplicity to which P is a root of zo ¢ - z - i.e. the multiplicity
of P as a point of the intersection of ~(X) and r(¢).2 If we work with ¢n instead of ¢,
we write ap(</Jn)= ap(¢, n). Now we define the divisor
ap(¢, n)P,
PE6.(X)nr( 4»
which we shall refer to as the cycle of n-periodic points of ¢, 3 as clearly,
The points appearing in Zn(¢) may not have exact period n, so in order to eliminate
superfluous information, we define the cycle of essential n-periodic points as
Z~(¢) :=L It (~) Zd(</J)·_ L a~(¢, n)P
din PESupp{Zn(4))}
where It(·) is the MOBIUS function,
It(T) = { ~
(-l)t
if T = 1;
if p21T for some prime P;
if T = PI ... Pt where PI, ... , Pt are distinct primes.
We will show that although this cycle includes all points of exact period n, it may include
others as well. The reason that it is particularly useful is that we can relatively easily
derive information about the cycle with the aid of well-known properties of the MOBIUS
function. Effectively, using little more than the standard facts from elementary number
theory that It(·) is multiplicative and if T > 1, then ""£ It (~) = 0, we can give a precise
diT
description of those n for which a periodic point P of a map ¢ : X -+ X has ap (¢,n) 2: 1.
In order to do this, we shall frequently require the following
Auxilliary Lemma If X is a smooth projective curve defined over a field K, and PE X
is a fixed point of the morphism ¢ :X -+ X, then
(1) ap(¢, n) 2: ap(¢, 1) for every n 2: 1, and
(2) ap(¢, n) > ap(¢, 1) if and only if either:
2In the study of intersections of varieties (Intersection Theory), ap(¢» corresponds to the index of
intersection of the varieties ~(X) and r(¢» at P.
3In the language of Intersection Theory, this is a zero-cycle on X since points are zero-dimensional.
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(i) ap(¢, 1) = 1 and (¢*)(p)n = 1 or
(ii) ap(¢, 1) > 1 and n = 0 in K,
in the latter of which cases, ap(¢, n) ~ 2ap(¢, 1) -1.
Proof: For notational convenience, let ap(¢) = e. Now if z is a uniformizer at P, then
by definition, zo ¢ - z E zeOp,x. Hence, ap(¢) = e ~ 1, and we can set
(5.11)
where O(ze) represents terms vanishing to order greater than or equal to e at P. But then
zo ¢2 = zo ¢ +O(ze) 0 ¢, where because ¢ fixes P, O(ze) 0 ¢ = O(ze). Substituting (5.11)
into this identity yields that
Repeating this procedure gives that zo ¢i = Z + O(ze) for every i ~1.
If h E OP,x \zOp,x, it has a power series expansion about P, (i.e. in terms of the parameter
z). Now for any u E K and for each t ~ 1,
u(z 0 ¢i)t
u(z + O(ze))t
= uzt + O(ze+t-l).
since u E K
Thus
(5.12)
for all i ~I, considering what occurs under composition by ¢i term for term.
Setting
zo ¢= z + zeg (5.13)
for some 9 which is a unit in OP,x (i.e. 9 E Op,x \zOp,x) we have that
z 0 ¢2 Z 0 ¢ + zeg 0 ¢
Z + zeg + ze(¢)g(¢) from (5.13)
z + zeg + (z 0 ¢)e(g(¢))
Z + zeg + (z + zeg)e(g(¢)) from (5.13)
z + zeg + (ze + O(ze+e-l))(g 0 ¢)
Z + zeg + ze(g 0 ¢) + O(z2e-l).
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k-l
Suppose that for some kEN it were true that zo <Ii = z + ze I:go </>i+ O(z2e-l). Then
i==O
k-l
zo</> + ze( I:go </>i) 0 </>+ O(z2e-l)
i=O
k
Z + zeg + (Ze + O(z2e-l))(I: 9 0 </>i) + O(z2e-l)
i=l
(as in the above calculation and from (5.13))
(k+1)-l
z + ze( I: go </>i) + O(z2e-l)
i=O
so that by induction, it follows that
n-l
zo </>n= z + ze Lg 0 </>i + O(z2e-l)
i=O
(5.14)
for each n 2::: 1. Now since gE Op,x\zOp,x, from (5.12) we know that also go</>i= g+O(ze)
for each i 2::: 1. Substituting this into (5.14) gives
Then
proving (1).
Furthermore, if e = ap(</>,1) 2::: 2, then 2e - 1 > e, so
2 { - e if n i= 0 in Kap(</>,n) = vp(z 0 </>n- z) = vp(nzeg + O(z e-l)) 2::: 2e _ 1 if n = 0 in K,
showing that (2) (ii) is true.
Finally we consider the case of ap (</>, 1) = 1. Then zo</> - z E zO r.x , so that for some
fE Op,x\zOp,x, zo</> = zf. Thus
(z 0 </»(1 0 </»
(zf)(I 0 </»
k-l
and if for some kEN, it is true that z 0 </>k= z TI f 0 </>i, it follows that
i=O
k-l
(z II f 0 </>i)0 </>
i=O
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i=l
(k+l)-l
(zf)( II f 0 ¢i)
i=l
(k+1)-l
Z II f 0 ¢i
i=O
n-l
so that by induction, zo ¢n = Z TI f 0 ¢i for each n ~ 1. But then
i=O
n-l
(z 0 ¢n - z)(P) = z(p)(II f 0 ¢i(p) - 1) = z(p)(Jn(p) - 1).
i=O
Now since zf = zo ¢ = ¢*(P)z + O(Z2) and f has a power series expansion in terms of
z, f(z) = f(P) + O(z) at P, it follows that f(P) = ¢*(P). Consequently,
(z 0 ¢n - z)(P) = z(P) (In(p) - 1) = z(P)([¢*(p)r - 1)
so that
{
- 1 if [¢*(p)]n f 1
ap(¢, n) = vp(z 0 ¢n - z) ~ 2 if [¢*(p)]n = 1.
This proves the lemma. o
Using the Auxilliary Lemma, we can now prove a result which gives applicable information
about the cycles defined above:
Lemma 5.4 Suppose that XI K is a smooth projective curve defined over a field K of
characteristic p, and ¢ : X --t X is a non-constant morphism defined over K for which
the n-fold composition is not the identity mapping on X. Let P E X be fixed. Denote by
m the exact period of P, setting m = 00 if P is not a periodic point of ¢; and let r be the
multiplicative period of (¢m) * (P) in the unit group of some algebraic closure of K, with
r = 00 whenever m = 00 or (¢m)*(p) is not a root of unity.
Then with notation as in the definition of the essential cycle of n-periodic points of ¢,
Z~(¢),
(1) ap(¢, n) ~ 0 for all n ~ 1 and
(2) for n ~ 1, ap(¢, n) ~ 1 if and only if:
(i) n = m or
(ii) n = mr (where, if r = 1, then ap(¢, n) ~ 2) or
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(iii) n = pSmr for some s 2: 1,
in the latter of which cases, ap(¢, n) 2: 2s-1(ap(¢, mr) - 1).
Proof: Firstly notice that we can write ap(¢,n) = LI-L (:;j) ap(¢,d) from the definition
din
of Z~(¢).
If ¢n(p) -# P, also ¢d(P) -# p for each d dividing n, so that by definition, ap(¢, d) = 0
for all such d, and hence, ap (¢, n) = O. This proves the proposition in this case.
For the remainder of the proof, suppose then that ¢n(p) = Pand P has exact period m.
Then min, so let N be the positive integer such that n = Nm.
The proof is most conveniently handled by considering the following cases:
(a) N = 1
((3) N > 1 and r = 1 (i) N -# 0 in K
(ii) N = 0 in K
(I) N > 1 and r > 1 (i) ap(¢m, N) 2: 2
(ii) ap(¢m, N) = 1.
We firstly make some observations which will ease the discussion.
Let z be a uniformizer at P (i.e. z is a local parameter for Op,x, the ring of regular
functions at P). By the definition of the cycles of periodic points of ¢, ap (¢t, m) is the
order to which zo (¢t)m - Z = zo ¢tm - z vanishes at P. It is thus clear that
(5.15)
Now
ap(¢, n) = L I-L(~) ap(¢, d)
din with mid
since ¢d(p) -# P whenever m f d, so that for such d, ap(¢, d) = 0 as above. Setting
d = mt, this gives
ap(¢,n) L I-L(~t) ap( ¢,mt)
tl-;;'
LI-L (~) ap(¢m,t) using (5.15)
tiN
ap (¢m, N) by definition.
(5.16)
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From equation (5.10) and the definition of ap(¢>, m), we know that
ap(¢>,m) vp(z 0 ¢>m - z)
vp((¢>m)*(p)z + O(Z2) - z)
vp(((¢>m)*(p) - l)z + O(Z2» { ~ ~ if (¢>m)*(p) =1= 1if (¢>m)*(p) = 1.
i.e.
(5.17)
Case(a): N = 1.
Then n = m so that aj,(¢>, n) = aj,(¢>m,l) from (5.15) and this in turn is equal to
ap(¢>m,l) by definition. Since P is fixed by ¢>m, ap(¢>m, 1) ~ 1 always. Moreover, from
(5.17), ap(¢>m, 1) ~ 2 {:} r = 1. This shows that the assertions concerning the case of
n = m are true.
Case(,(3)(i): N > 1, N =f. 0 in K and r = 1.
From (5.17), ap(¢>m, 1) ~ 2, so since ¢>m(p) = P, it follows from the Auxilliary Lemma
applied to ¢>m that ap(</r, N) = ap(¢>m, 1). Now for any diN, also d =1= 0 in K, so for all
such d, also ap(¢>m,d) = ap(¢>m, 1) from the Auxilliary Lemma. But now
aj,(¢>,n) = EJ.l (!f) ap(¢>m, d)
diN
(E J.l(J)) ap(¢>m, 1)
diN
o
since N > 1 so we can apply the standard property of the Mobius function mentioned
above.
Because of our assumptions on Nand r, it is not possible for n to be given by m, mr or
pSmr for any s ~ 1. Thus, we have proved the proposition in this case.
Case(,(3)(ii): N > 1, N = 0 in K and r = 1.
Let N = ptM for some t ~ 1, where pt M. Again, ap(¢>m, 1) ~ 2 from (5.17). Now
aj,(¢>,n) E J.l (~) ap(¢>m, e)
eiN
i:E J.l (pr:d) ape ¢>m,pid)~=odIM
since eiN implies that e = pid for some i E {1, ... ,t} and some diM.t E J.l (pt-~M) ap(¢>m,pid).
i=O diM
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Applying the Auxilliary Lemma to ¢m we know that
for each i. Now since P is fixed by ¢mpi for each i, the Auxilliary Lemma is applicable
to this map, and we obtain that ap(¢m,pid) = ap(¢m,pi) subject to the salvo that p f d.
Thus, because the Më>BIUS function is multiplicative,
aj,(¢, n) = i: E J-l(pt-;M) ap(¢m,pid)
i=O diM
tE E J-l(pt-i)J-l (~) ap(¢m, pi)
i=OdiM
[tJ-l(pt-i)ap(¢m, pi)] [E J-l(~)l
i=O diM
{
0 if M > 2
ap(¢m,pt) - ap(¢m,pt-l) if M = 1.
where we use that definition of the MOBIUS function and its property, used before, that
L J-l(~) = 0 unless M = 1.
diM
From part (2)(ii) of the Auxilliary Lemma, ap(¢m,pt-l.p) > ap(¢m,pt-l), so that (1) of
this lemma is true in this case. Moreover, aj,(¢, n) is zero unless M = 1, in which case
n = ptm = ptmr (since r = 1).
It remains to be shown here (when n = ptmr) that aj,(¢, n) ~ 2t-1(ap(¢, mr) - 1). To
show this, we use the bound given in the Auxilliary Lemma applied to ¢mpi and taking
n = p : then for each i ~0,
ap(¢mpi ,p)
> 2ap(¢mpi, 1) - 1
2ap(¢m,pi) - 1 (5.18)
(where again we apply (5.15)). Now we write this as
(5.19)
for each i ~O.
Then
a'P(¢,n)
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> 2ap(¢r,pt-l) - 1- ap(¢r,pt-l)
ap(qr,pt-l) -1
from (5.18)
> 2t-l(ap(¢m, 1) - 1)
2t-1(ap(¢, mr) - 1)
applying (5.19) t - 1 times
using (5.15), and recalling that r = 1.
Case(')')(i): N> 1 and r > 1; ap(¢m,N) = 1.
Since ¢m(p) = P, by definition ap(¢m, 1) 2: 1.
Now if diN, then applying (1) of the Auxilliary Lemma to first ¢md and then to ¢m, we
have that
1 = ap(¢m, N) ap(¢md, ~) from (5.15)
> ap(¢md,l) from (1) of the Auxilliary Lemma
ap(¢m,d) from (5.15)
from (1) of the Auxilliary Lemma
> 1 as noted above.
Thus ap(¢m, d) = 1 for all d dividing N. Then
since N > 1.
We complete the proof in this case by showing that it is not possible for n to be given by
any of m, mr or pSmr for any s 2: 1. Clearly m =1= n (as N > 1 implies that n > m) so
unless r < 00 we are done.
Suppose then that r < 00 and n = mr or n = p'rnr for some s 2: 1. Then [(¢m)*(PW =
1, so since ap(¢m,l) = 1 as shown above, (2)(i) of the Auxilliary Lemma shows that
ap(¢m, r) > ap(¢m, 1) = 1. However, r = N or rps = N by assumption and the definition
of N - i.e, riN. Consequently,
1= ap(¢m, N) = ap(¢m, (~) r) 2: ap(¢m, r)
from (1) of the Auxilliary Lemma. But then 1 < ap(¢m,r)::; 1 which is a contradiction.
Case(')')(ii): N > 1 and r > 1; ap(¢m, N) > 2.
From (5.17), ap(¢m, 1) = 1. Hence, assuming ap(¢m, N) 2: 2 implies that (¢m)*(p) is an
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Nth root of unity from (2)(i) of the Auxilliary Lemma. Because (qr)*(p) is a primitive
rth root of unity by the definition of r, we again have that riN - say N = r M. Let
'IjJ= cpmr. We proceed to show that once we have defined analogous variables to rand m
with respect to 'IjJ, then 'IjJ is a function to which certain of the cases already proven are
applicable. This will yield sufficient information about ap (cp,n) to eonelulde the proof.
Firstly observe from (2)(i) of the Auxilliary Lemma that
and because of (cpm)*(p) being a primitive rth root of unity, if r t d, then ap(cpm, d) = 1.
Now recall that ap(cp,n) = E/.L(~)ap(cpm,d) from (5.16). This we can rewrite as
diN
We successively consider the sums on the right hand side:
in the first place, with ap( cpm,d) = 1 for each diN such that rt d,
as we are assuming that N > 1 so we can apply the property of the MOBIUS function
used formerly.
Now with M = ~ and ap(cpm, rd) = ap(cpmr, d) = ap('IjJ, 1), the second sum becomes
L /.L ( ~) ap('IjJ, d) = a'"p('IjJ,M) by the definition of ZM('IjJ).
diM
Consequently, combining these findings we obtain:
* (cp ) = { ap('IjJ, M) if N > r (i.e. if M > 1)
ap ,n ap('IjJ,M) -1 if N = r (i.e. if M = 1).
Because ap('IjJ, 1) ~ 2, we know that vp(zo'IjJ-z) = vp('IjJ*(P)Z+O(Z2)-Z) = vp(('IjJ*(P)-
l)z + O(z2)) ~ 2, and hence that 'IjJ*(P) = 1 - i.e. the multiplicative period of 'IjJ*(P) in
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the unit group of some algebraic closure K of K say r'lj;, is 1. Moreover, P is fixed by'IjJ,
which means that the exact period of P under 'IjJ,say m'lj;, is 1. Now consider the lemma
we aim to prove here, but with reference to 'IjJ.Since r'lj; = 1, Cases (0) and ((3) are
applicable, and we have shown the lemma to hold in these situations.
Thus, ap('IjJ, M) ~ 0 for all M ~ 1, and ap('IjJ,M) > 1 if and only if either M = m'lj;= 1
(which is the same as M = m'lj;r'lj; = 1, in which case ap('IjJ,M) ~ 2), or M = pSm'lj;r'lj; = pS
for some s ~ 1,which occurs concurrently with ap('IjJ,M) ~ 2s-1(ap('IjJ, 1)-1). There are
3 subcases to consider:
Firstly, if M =1= ps for any s ~ 0 then from the above, ap('IjJ,M) = o. But because in this
case M > 1, we find that ap(¢, n) = ap('IjJ,M) = o. Recall that n = Nm. Thus, here
n =1= m (as N > 1); and n =1= mr or pSmr for any s ~ 1 (since N =1= p'r for any s 2 0), so
that we are done in this case.
In the second place, when M = 1, then N = r, so that ap(¢, n) = ap('IjJ,M) -1. But here,
also ap('IjJ, M) ~ 2, implying that ap(¢, n) ~ 1. This corresponds to the case of n = mr
by the definition of N, and since r =1= 1 there is nothing more to be shown.
Finally, if M is some power of p other than 1, say M = ps where s ~ 1, then from
the application of what we have already shown to 'IjJ,we know that ap('IjJ, M) ~ 1, so
that ap(¢,n) being equal to ap('IjJ,M) in this case implies that ap(¢,n) ~ 1. Here, n =
p'rnr by the definitions of Mand N. Also, ap('IjJ,M) ~ 2S-1(ap('IjJ, 1) - 1) from whence
ap(¢, n) ~ 2S-1(ap(¢mr, 1) - 1) = 2S-1(ap(¢, mr) - 1) which concludes the proof. D
A final result we shall require states that the reduction of the cycle of n-periodic points is
the same as the cycle of n-periodic points of the reduced map, subject to certain conditions
on the original map:
Lemma 5.5 Suppose that (K, v) is a valued field. If ¢ : Pk -+ Pk is non-constant
morphism having good reduction; n is some positive integer; and ¢ denotes the reduced
map of ¢; then
Proof: Firstly observe that ¢ is non-constant:
Because ¢ is not constant, the fact that it is a morphism of one smooth projective curve
to another ensures that it is surjective (see SILVERMAN[19, I.2]). Now given any point Q
of Pl(K), there exists some point of P1(K) which does not reduce to Q under reduction
modulo the maximal ideal Mv of the valuation ring of K. Denoting the reduction map
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by w : ]pl (K) -t ]pl (K), then we have established that there are distinct points in the
image of wo <jJ.However,
]Pl(K)
w-!-
]Pl(K)
.s; ]Pl(K)
-!-w
.1__, ]pl (K)
commutes from the definition of reduction and because <jJhas good reduction. Thus, it is
not possible for <jJto be a constant morphism.
Now we again apply the result guaranteeing the surjectivity of non-constant morphisms
between smooth projective curves to 1> : ]Pl(K) -t ]Pl(K). This implies that since 1> is a
well-defined mapping of ]pl (K), in also is.
Thus there exist homogeneous polynomials <jJ~O)(x,y) and <jJ~l)(X,y) in K[x, yl such that
<jJn= [<jJ~O): <jJ~l)land <jJrO) and <jJrl) share no common non-trivial roots, so that
- -
in = [<jJ~O): <jJ~l)l.
Now if P = [x : yl is a fixed point of <jJn,then y<jJ~O)(x,y) - X<jJ~l)(X, y) = 0 - in fact the
roots of this equation with their corresponding multiplicities determine Zn (<jJ) because
<jJnis given by [<jJ~O)(xo,xt) : <jJ~l)(xo,xt)l at each point [xo : xd of ]Pl(K). Reducing this
equation modulo Mv thus gives the reduction of Zn (<jJ).However, the roots of the reduced
- -
equation y<jJ~O)(x,y) - X<jJ~l)(X,y) = 0 together with their multiplicities determine Zn(1))
-------just as the previous equation yields Zn(<jJ). Hence, Zn(1)) = Zn(<jJ) as asserted. 0
The following trivial consequence of this lemma will be used to prove the main result of
this section:
Corollary 5.1 For K, <jJ,n and <jJas above, then
-------Z~(1)) = Z~(<jJ).
5.2.3 The main theorem
With the necessary equipment in hand, we are now in a position to prove the following
Theorem 5.4 (Morton & Silverman) Suppose that (K, v) is a discretely valued field
with valuation ring OK, and <jJ : ]Pk -t ]Pk is a morphism of degree at least 2 which
has good reduction. Then if the reduced map <jJis separable, <jJhas at most finitely many
attracting periodic points.
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Proof: If cp has no attracting periodic points, then we are done, so suppose that P is some
point of exact period m under cp, which is attracting - i.e., I(cpm)'(p)I < 1. In reduction
modulo the maximal ideal, denoting the reduction of P by P, this becomes:
(5.20)
From the chain rule,
[¢(¢m-l(p)))'
¢' (¢m-l(p) )[¢m-l(p))'
¢' (¢m-l(p) )[¢(¢m-2(p))]'
¢' (¢m-l(p) )¢' (¢m-2(p) )[¢m-2(p)]'
¢,(¢m-l(p))¢,(¢m-2(p)) ... ¢'(p)
m-lII¢'(¢i(p)).
i=O
Now let n be the exact period of the reduced point P, so that nim and ¢n(p) = P. Then
we can rewrite this product as
n-l[II ¢'(¢i(p))J~.
i=O
Applying what was shown above from the chain rule in reverse, this is nothing other than
But then in ]P>l(K), it follows from (5.20) that
o (cpm)'(p)
[(in)'(p)J~
so that, (in)'(p) = o.
Now from Proposition 5.2, the derivative at P of in is precisely the scalar (in)*(p)
involved in the mapping of the cotangent space of ]P>l(K) at P induced by in. Lemma 5.3
is thus applicable here, and informs us that there is some ramification point in the orbit
- -of P under cp. Notice that such a point also has exact period n. Furthermore, there are
only finitely many such ramification points due to the separability of the map ¢. (This
was pointed out in the discussion immediately preceding Lemma 5.3.)
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Now we make use of the information we have gleaned about the zero-cycles we defined:
because (cfn)*(p) is not a root of unity, we know from Lemma 5.4 that ap(¢, w) ~ 1 if and
only if w = n, (where we are using the notation of the definitions of the cycles). However,
ap(cp, m) ~ 1 from Lemma 5.4 since m is the exact period of P under cp. This means that
- ------P E Supp(Z:n(cp)). But then since Z:n(cp) = Z:n(cp) from Corollary 5.1, it follows that
PE Supp(Z:n(¢)). Thus n = m, and P consequently has the same exact period as one of
the finitely many ramification points of ¢.
Let k ~ 1. We make use of our former notation b.(lP'k) for the diagonal of lP'k x lP'k and
I'( cpk) for the graph of <ji. Recall that because cp is not the identity mapping, b.(lP'k) and
I'(cpk) can intersect at most at a finite number of points. There are thus at most finitely
many fixed points of <ji for any k ~ 1. Hence, the set of all points which have the same
period as anyone of the finite number of ramification points of cp, is finite. Consequently,
P is one of at most finitely many attracting periodic points of cp. 0
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Appendix A
Resultants
Elimination theory embodies an algebraic study of systems of equations, seeking condi-
tions for the existence of solutions and explicit formulae for such solutions. Linear Algebra
can thus be reckoned as a branch of this subject, where determinants are special tools
giving conditions for the solubility of systems of equations. In the more general setting,
resultants are suitable tools for providing a simple criterion for the existence of solutions.
Given a system of polynomials in one variable with indetermiate coefficients, it is possible
to show that there exists a polynomial in these coefficients, called the resultant, which
vanishes if and only if the polynomials have a common root. When more than one variable
is involved, and the number of variables strictly exceeds the number of polynomials,
we have to settle for a "resultant system" (which is a finite set of polynomials in the
coefficients) which vanish identically if and only if the original polynomials have a shared
root. On the other hand, a system of n polynomials in n variables admits a single resultant
polynomial.
Our treatment of these and other facts follows that of VANDER WAERDEN in [21].
A.1 The resultant of two polynomials in a single vari-
able
Let f(x) = anxn + an_IXn-1 + ... + aIX + ao and g(x) = bmxm + bm_Ixm-1 + ... + blx + bo
be polynomials in X with coefficients in some field K. We do not exclude the possibility
of an or bm being zero, i.e. that the degree of f(x) may be lower than n and that of g(x)
may be lower than m. (Writing f(x) in this form, commencing with a possibly vanishing
first term anxn, we call n the formal degree of f (x) and an is referred to as the formal
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leading coefficient.) Nevertheless for our discussion we may assume that either an or bm
is non-zero - WLOG suppose that an is non-zero.
EULER showed that f(x) and g(x) have a common non-constant factor if and only if there
exist polynomials h(x) and k(x) which are relatively prime over K with the property that
h(x)f(x) = k(x)g(x) (A.l)
where deg h(x) :s; m - 1 and deg k(x) :s; n - 1. Indeed, if such polynomials exist, then
because each irreducible factor of f(x) must appear in k(x)g(x) to the same multiplicity
as it appears in f(x) itself, but the degree of k(x) is less than that of f(x) (since an =1= 0) ,
some irreducible factor of f(x) appears also in g(x). Conversely, if cp(x) is a non-constant
factor of both f(x) and g(x), then we have that f(x) = cp(x)k(x) and g(x) = cp(x)h(x)
for some polynomials h, k of the required degrees, from which the equation A.l follows.
Supposing that h(x) = Cm_IXm-1 + Cm_2Xm-2 + ... + CIX + Co and k(x) = dn_Ixn-1 +
dn_2xn-2 + ... + dlx + do with formal leading coefficients Cm-l and dn-l respectively,
sustituting into A.l and equating coefficients of distinct powers of x yields:
This is a system of n + m linear, homogeneous equations in the n + m "unknowns"
Cm-l,···, Co, -dn-l, ... , -do· The determinant of this system has the following form once
columns and rows have been exchanged, known as the SYLVERSTER resultant:
an ao 0 0 0
0 an ao 0 0
R= 0 0 0 an aobm bo 0 0 0
0 bm bo 0 0
0 0 0 bm bo
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Remarks:
(1) Observe that the resultant is homogeneous of degree m in the ai and is homogeneous
of degree n in the bj.
(2) Since only an and bm appear in the first column of the determinant, n vanishes not
only when f and 9 have a common factor, but also when an = bm = 0, which would be
contrary to our initial assumption of at least one of the formal leading coefficients being
non-vanishing. A careful analysis involving the transforming of f and 9 to homogeneous
polynomials by the introduction of a second variable reveals that in fact R. = 0 whenever
an = bm = O. For the details, see VAN DER WAERDEN [21].
(3) The resultant of f and 9 is a polynomial in the coefficients of f and 9 which has
integer coefficients.
An important property of the resultant may be derived as follows:
R is precisely the determinant of the following system of equations:
xm-I f(x)
xm-2 f(x)
anxm+n-I + an_Ixm+n-2 + + aIxm + aoxm-I
anxm+n-2 + an_Ixm+n-3 + + alxm-I + aoxm-2
f(x)
xn-Ig(x)
xn-2g(x)
anxn + an_lxn-I + ... + aIx + ao
bmxm+n-l + bm_lXm+n-2 + + bIxn + boxn-I
bmxm+n-2 + bm_IXm+n-3 + + bIxn-1 + boxn-2
g(x)
Assuming that R does not vanish as a formal expression of the indeterminate coefficients
of f and g, we can apply CRAMER'S rule about the last column of the right hand side, to
obtain that LR = Af + Bg where A and B are polynomials in x and in the indetermi-
nate coefficients aIL and bv, with integer coefficients. This implies that n is in the ideal
generated by f and g, which we denote as: R - 0(1, g). Similar application of CRAMER'S
rule about the relevant column yields polynomials AT and BT with integer coefficients, in
x, the aIL and the bv, such that
xTn = ATf + BTg for T = 1,2, ... , m + n - 1. (A.2)
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A.2 The resultant of many polynomials in one vari-
able
Theorem A.I If h, ... , fr is a system of r polynomials in one variable, of given degree
and having indeterminate coefficients, then there exists a system Dl,· .. , Dh of integer
polynomials in the coefficients, such that once values of the coefficients are specified in
some field K, then the conditions Dl = 0, D2 = 0, ... ,Dh = 0 hold if and only if either
the polynomials h, ... , fr have a common root in some extension of K, or all of the formal
leading coefficients of h, ... ,fr vanish.
Proof: We make use of KRONECKER'S elimination method.
Firstly we convert [i, ... , fr into a system of polynomials of the same degree: if n =
max.]deg fil, then we multiply each polynomial fj of lower degree kj by both xn-kj
and (x - l)n-kj, thereby obtaining two polynomials from each such Jj both of degree n
and sharing any common roots which the original system of polynomials may have for
any given specification of the values of the (indeterminate) coefficients. Denote the new
system of (possibly more) polynomials by 91, ... ,9s· Now for indeterminates UI, ... , Us
and VI, ... , Vs, let 9u := U19l + ... + Us9s and 9v := V19l + ... + V89s·
It is a triviality that any common factor of 9u and 9v (upon some specification of the
coefficients of the 9i s) must be a rational expression involving x and the Ui s, as well as
being a rational expression involving x and the Vj s. However, since the Ui s do not appear
in 9v they are indeterminates which cannot appear in any factor of 9v. Any common factor
of 9u and 9v would thus have to be independent of the Ui s and similarly, we see that none
of the Vj s could appear in the common factor. Thus, any common factor of 9u and 9v
would in fact have to appear as a common factor of 91, ... ,98' from the definitions of 9u
and 9v.
We thus see that the polynomials 9u and 9v have a root in common if and only if the
polynomials 91, ... ,98 share a common root. However, viewed as polynomials in the
single variable of which h, ... .l- are polynomials, with indeterminate coefficients, the
polynomials 9u and 9v satisfy 9u = 9v = 0 or one or other of their leading coefficients
vanish if and only if their resultant n vanishes identically in the Ui and the Vj . Arranging
n in powers of the Ui and the Vj and denoting the coefficients by Dl, ... , Dh then R: = 0
identically in the Ui and the Vj if and only if Dl = 0, D2 = 0, ... ,Di; = O. However, by
construction and from the definition of the SYLVESTER resultant, we know that Dl, ... , Di,
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are integer polynomials in the indeterminate coefficients of h, ... ,fr , thereby completing
the proof. 0
The system Dl, ... ,Dh is called the resultant system of the polynomials h, ... .i- . As
shown above in Section A.l, R = O(gu, gv) which is the equivalent to
so arranging terms on both sides according to powers of the Ui and the Vj and using the
independence of these indeterminates it follows also that
Once agam, the case of the vanishing of all leading coefficients can be formally dealt
with by the introduction of a second variable to produce homogeneous polynomials. For
further details see VAN DER WAERDEN [21] .
A.3 r polynomials in n variables.
Ifh, ... ,fr are homogeneous, non-constant polynomials in the n variables XI, ... ,Xn, then
applying KRONECKER'S elimination method as detailed above to these expressions viewed
as polynomials in Xl, yields a resultant system comprising of polynomials Dl, ... ,Dh in
the coefficients of the polynomials and in X2, ... , xn.
Theorem A.2 The system of polynomials Ii.. .. .l- has a non-trivial common root if
and only if Dl, ... .Di; also have a non-trivial shared root when viewed as polynomials in
Proof: Case 1: There exists some power of Xl alone in at least one of h, ... .I-.
Then given any non-trivial root (6, ... ,'n-I) of Dl, ... ,Dh, this can be viewed as a
specification of the coefficients yielding
Dl = 0, D2 = 0, ... ,Dh = 0,
thereby implying that there exists some common root (clearly also non-trivial)
('0,6, ... ,'n-I) of h,·· ..I. by the property of the resultant system shown above (in
Section A.2).
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Conversely, if (6, ... ,en) is a given non-trivial common root of h, ... ,fr, then Dl,' .. .Di;
vanish identically on (6, ... ,en) which is also non-trivial since assuming otherwise, would
give that also 6 = 0: in the case at hand, we have that for some A, there is an 1>..which
has a term of the form cxf, so considering 1>..(6,0, ... ,0) = 0 it is immediately clear that
el = 0 (recall that 1>, is homogeneous).
Case 2: There is no non-vanishing term in Xl alone, in any of fll ... .l-.
This case corresponds to the case of the vanishing of the formal leading coefficients of the
polynomials in the variable Xll so that here, Dl, ... ,Dh vanish identically and (1, ... ,1)
is thus a non-trivial common root of the polynomials of the resultant system, whereas
(1,0, ... ,0) is a non-trivial root of each of h, ... .l-. 0
By construction the polynomials Dl, ... ,Dh are homogeneous in X2, ... ,Xn, so the proce-
dure can be repeated to eliminate X2 and subsequently X3, ... ,Xn-l; obtaining a system
of forms in Xn alone: blX~l, ... , bkX~k. These forms share a common non-trivial root if
and only if the coefficients, which are integer polynomials in the coefficients of fll ... .l-,
vanish, and this is the case if and only if ft, ... , I- have a common non-trivial root by the
inductive construction.
Since they provide a condition of this kind for the existence of a non-trivial solution
of il,....I.. the polynomials bI, ... ,bk are a resultant system for the forms ft, ... , [;
Because of the relation
we see that also
A.4 Inertial forms and the resultant of n forms in n
variables
Whereas in the general case of r forms in n variables, an entire system of possibly very
many polynomials is required to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of a non-trivial common root of these forms, when r = n, a single resultant polynomial
suffices for this purpose. We show this by introducing the so-called" inertial forms":
Let
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be r forms of dgrees al, ... ,ar in which all possible terms of these degrees with indeter-
minate coefficients appear.
Definition A.l Any integer polynomial T ui au,.··, alw, a21>... ,a2w, ... ,arl, ... ,arw
satisfying
x[T - O(II,···, fr) (A.3)
for some i and some T is a HURWITZ inertial form of the system fl,"" fr'
Observe that the resultant system bl, ... , bk formed above (in Section A.3) is comprised
of inertial forms.
Theorem A.3 The set I of all inertial forms of fl, ... .i- is a prime ideal in the ring of
polynomials with integer coefficients in the variables
Proof: We give a characterization of the inertial forms from which the assertion follows
easily:
Set
and then substitute
in these expressions to obtain that II, ... .l- vanish.
If T is any inertial form such that for some i =I n
x[T - O(II,···, fr),
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then this substitution leaves Xi unaffected so that
(A.4)
Conversely, should some integral polynomial T(an, ... ,alw, ... ,arb· .. ,arw) satisfy A.4,
then T can be arranged in powers of
Now T vanishes whenever these expressions are all zero, so that in the space of fractions
with denominator x~, we have that
J* f*T _ O(alw + ~l' .•• ' arw+ _r_).
Xn x~r
Clearing denominators by multiplying by the highest power of Xn which occurs, we find
that
x~T = 0 (x~l[alWx~l+Nl, .. ·,x~r[arwx~r+J;])
o (iI, ... ,Jr).
Thus T is an inertial form.
Now we have shown that A.3 being true for some Xi implies that A.4 is true, while A.4
implies that A.3 is true for Xn. i. e. A.3 being true for Xi implies A.3 is true for Xn, and
thus, because Xn can play no special role, A.3 being valid for some Xi implies it holds
for each Xj. Hence, A.4 implying that A.3 is true for Xn means that A.4 being valid
implies that A.3 is true for each Xi, so A.4 and A.3 are equivalent and A.4 is thus also a
characterization of the inertial forms.
We are now in a position to prove the theorem: it is clear from A.4 that the difference of
two inertial forms is also an inertial form, and that any multiple of an inertial form by a
polynomial with integral coefficients is also an inertial form. T is thus an ideal, which is
prime since if Tl and T2 are polynomials and T1T2 satisfies A.4, then either one or other
of Tl and T2 satisfies A.4. 0
The inertial forms can be used instead of a resultant system: if (iI, ... , Jr) share a common
non-trivial root, then since any inertial form T satisfies
x[T - O(iI,···, Jr)
for each Xi, at least one of which is non-trivial since the root is non-trivial, so the vanishing
of the right hand side means that T is also zero. On the other hand, if all of the inertial
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forms are zero, then in particular the resultant system is zero, and hence the forms
h, ... .l- have a non-trivial root in common. Any basis for the ideal of inertial forms thus
suffices as a resultant system. This fact, together with the following two propositions,
will be used to describe the resultant polynomial of n forms in n variables:
Proposition A.I For a system of n forms in n variables, there are no non-zero inertial
forms which are independent of arw = anw.
Proof: Assume to the contrary that there exists some non-zero inertial form T which
is independent of anw. Then from A.4 follows that (-lh-, ... , - ~':::n~\)are algebraically
Xn Xn
dependent. This dependence will remain unaffected if we set Xn = 1. This gives a sequence
of polynomials [- !;]xn=l' ... , [- f~-l]Xn=l which are algebraically dependent with respect
to a ring of polynomials in an, ... , alw-l, a2b ... , a2w-b ... , anl, ... , anw-l. We now make
use of the following
Lemma A.I When a sequence of polynomials fl, ... .I, in the indeterminates
al,···, ap, Xl,···, xq are algebraically independent in a polynomial ring K[ab ... , ap]
(where K is an integral domain), then this dependence remains at any specification of
ap = a for same a EK.
Proof: We know that there exists some polynomial F such that
F(an, ... , ap, ... .I«, ... ,fs) = 0 (A.5)
but for indeterminates Zl, ... ,zs, we have that
F(an, ... , ap, Zl,·.·, zs) =f. O. (A.6)
We can assume that ap - a is not a factor of F(a, z) since otherwise we could divide both
A.5 and A.6 by this factor. But then, substituting ap = a in A.6 would mean that
F(an, ... , ap-I, a, Zb··., zs) =f. 0
and the validity of A.5, (i.e. the algebraic dependence) would be unaffected by this
substitution, completing the proof of the lemma. 0
Applying the lemma repeatedly, we can substitute for
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in any way without losing the algebraic dependence. In particular, we can sustitute
for the indeterminates in such a way that fi becomes xrl, fi becomes X~2 and so on,
without the algebraic dependence being affected. But then xrl, ... ,X~:':.11 are algebraically
dependent, which is untrue.
Now we show the existence of some non-zero inertial form:
o
Proposition A.2 There exists a non-vanishing inertial form D for any system h, ...,fn
of n forms in n variables.
Proof: Suppose that the respective degrees of Ii, ... .l« are given by It, ... ,In· Now let
nL(li - 1) = l - 1. Arrange the products of Xl, ... ,Xn of total degree l as follows: begin
i=l
with those in which X~l appears, followed by those in which X;2 appears but X~l does not
appear, and so on, until listing those terms with x~ but without X~l or X;2 etc.. (It is
evident that any product in which there is no factor X~i for any i, has degree strictly
less than l from the definition of l.) We now denote by HI~~l X~l , HI~t X~l , ... , HI(~~: X~I the
d t f d l h Il d . ·1 I it H(V) 12 H(V) h H(V) Inpro uc s 0 egree were Xl appears, an simi ar y wn e 1-12X2' 1-13X3'···' I-In Xn .
Using the n forms fl, ... .I«. we form the polynomials HI(~~Ji, which in number equal the
number of products of degree l listed above. Writing
H(V) f. = '" a(i) H(J.L)
I-Ii t ~ VJ.L I ,
J.L
we denote the determinant ofthe (evidently square) coefficient matrix, by D. Substituting
to obtain fi = X~i for each i, the determinant is 1, so it does not vanish identically.
To
(i») [H(J.L)] - [H(v) f)aVJ.L i,v,J.L I (J.L) - I-Ii i v,i
we apply CRAMER'S rule to solve for HI(J.L): then some linear combination of Ii (with
coefficients which are polynomials) equals D HI(J.L) for each u: Considering the cases when
HI(J.L) = xL we obtain:
x~D O(h,· .. , fn).
D is thus a non-vanishing inertial form. o
We now turn our attention to producing the unique resultant polynomial of the given
system h, ... ,fn of n forms in n variables: the ideal 'L of inertial forms of fl, ... , fn is
not the zero ideal from the above proposition, and from the preceding result, we thus know
that there exists a polynomial, say P in I of minimal degree in arw. If this polynomial is
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reducible, then I being a prime ideal ensures that some irreducible factor of P is also in
I. Denote this factor by R and observe that R must have the same degree in a-: as that
of P.
Proposition A.3 R generates I, which is thus a principal ideal.
Proof: Let T be any inertial form in T. We show that RIT:
Arrange R in descending powers of arw: R = Sa:W + ... (A > 0). T's degree in arw is less
than or equal to A, so by subtracting a suitable multiple of Rfrom SjT for some j ~ 0,
we can obtain a polynomial expression T' = SjT - QR of degree in arw which is strictly
less than A. However, T' is in I, so A being the minimal degree in arw of polynomials in
'I implies that T' must vanish. Thus R I SjT. S is independent of o-«, though, so in fact,
RIT. o
R is referred to as the resultant of the system f1, .I«, since it is a basis for the ideal of
inertial forms and thus vanishes if and only if f1, .L, have a common non-trivial root.
Remark: Since R is an inertial form,
XTiR = O(fI, ... ,fn) for each iEl, ... ,n.
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Appendix B
Elements of Algebraic Number
Theory
Here we list certain standard theorems and definitions from Algebraic Number Theory,
and use the catalogued facts to prove results required in the text of the thesis (namely
Lemmas B.2 and B.1, and Corollary B.1 below).
B.I The Chinese remainder theorem
Lemma B.1 Given a commutative ring with identity, R, in which II, ... ,In are co-
maximal ideals (i.e., II + ... + In = R), then for any li, ... , ln E N\{O}, also
Proof: For any rEN, R = Ië" = (II + ... + In)nr C L: -r;,1 ... I~n. Now if
iI+"+in=nr
il + ... + in = nr, then at least one index ik must be greater than or equal to r. Hence,
R ~ L: -r;,1 ... I~n ~ Il+ ... +I~
il+"+in=nr
i.e., I[ + +I~ = R for every rEN.
Now let ls, .l« be arbitrary positive integers and suppose that m = maxI<i<n{li}. Then
R ~ I-IiI + ... + rln ~ T.'" + ... + r.n = R- n - 1 n'
proving the assertion. o
Theorem B.1 (Chinese Remainder Theorem) If Il,....T; are pairwise co-maximal
ideals in a commutative ring with identity R, then given any SI, ... ,Sr E R, there exists
x E R such that x - Si E T; for every i E {I, ... ,r}.
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B.2 Ideals in number fields
Definition B.l A number field is a finite (hence algebraic) extension of Q, the rational
numbers.
The proof of Lemma B.2 depends on the following classical notions and theorems:
Definition B.2 A DEDEKIND domain is an integrally closed integral domain which is
noetherian and in which each non-zero prime ideal is maximal.
Theorem B.2 The ring of integers OK of any number field K (i.e. the integral closure
of the integers Il in the number field) is a DEDEKIND domain.
Theorem B.3 In a DEDEKIND domain, each non-zero ideal can be factorized uniquely
as a product of prime ideals.
Definition B.3 A fractional ideal of a DEDEKIND domain 0 is a non-zero, finitely gen-
erated O-submodule of the field of fractions of O.
If 0 is a DEDEKIND domain with field of fractions K, then since it is noetherian, each
O-ideal is finitely generated and is thus a fractional ideal. O-ideals are referred to as
integral ideals in this context.
It is easily shown that a characterization of fractional ideals of 0 is the following: given
that M is a non-zero O-submodule of K,
M is a fractional ideal of 0 {::}::la E K* such that aM ~ O.
Theorem BA The fractional ideals of a DEDEKIND domain form a free abelian group
under multiplication, usually denoted by Div (0) and referred to as the group of divisors
of O.
Denoting the subgroup of Div( 0) consisting of the principal fractional ideals by Prin( 0),
we form Cl(O) := Div(O)/Prin(O), the (ideal) class group of O.
Theorem B.5 (DIRICHLET) The order of Cl(O) is finite whenever 0 is the ring of
integers of a number field.
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Lemma B.2 Given any number field K, then there exists some finite extension EIK
such that for every ideal I of OK, the OE ideal IOE is principal.
Proof: Let h denote the class number of OK, the ring of integers of K, and suppose
that the class group is given by Cl(OK) = {Il, ... ,Ih}, where Ij is some fractional ideal
which is a representative of the ideal class Ij, for each j. In order to show the existence
of the field E, it will therefore suffice to show that given any representative ideal, there
exists a finite extension of K in which this ideal becomes principal, since principal ideals
clearly remain principal in any (finite) field extension, and the composite of the fields
thus obtained for the finite number of representative ideals will also be a finite extension
of K. Thus pick any representative ideal, say I, and denote by I its image in the class
group. Because the order of this group is h and its identity is Prin( OK), we see that
r = Prin(OK). Thus, Ih E Prin(OK), say E" = (z). Now consider I = 'LOL where
L = K( {IZ). Here, 'L = ({IZ), because of the unique factorization of ideals in DEDEKIND
domains: indeed, since t: = (z) as OL-ideals and ({IZ)h = (z) in OL, we have that
i: = ({IZ)h implying that I = (z) from the unique factorization. Thus'LOL is principal
in L, a finite extension of K. o
B.3 The norm of an ideal in a number field
If LIK is an algebraic extension of fields, then we can map the elements of L to K by
means of the norm function, which encodes vital algebraic information since it is built up
of the K-isomorphisms of L. If the extension is separable, the norm of an element of L
is defined as the product of the conjugates of the element. If, moreover, A is a domain
which is integrally closed in its quotient field K, and B is the integral closure of A in
some finite separable extension L of K, then the norm function maps B into A : indeed,
the conjugates of any element of B are also integral over A, and hence also their product
(the norm of this element) is in B. But the norm is then in K n B = A. In particular
then, if LIK is a finite extension of number fields, we know that the norm function maps
the ring of integers of L into that of K.
It is also possible to define a mapping of the ideals of a number field to ideals of some
subfield (containing Q) of which this field is a finite extension. This mapping is also
referred to as a "norm" with respect to the given field extension, and we proceed to define
it here and explain an essential property which is needed in the thesis:
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Suppose that L is a finite separable extension of K, some number field and let p be a
prime ideal in OK.
Then since OL is a DEDEKIND domain, there exists a unique factorization of pOL as a
product of prime ideals, say pOL = P:l ... p;r. In this factorization, precisely those prime
OL-ideals J occur for which J n OK = p. (These are the prime ideals which are said
to "lie above p"). Indeed, since p <; pOL = P:l ... p;r <; Pi for each i E {1, ... , r},
each of these ideals lies above p; and if Q is some prime OL-ideal which lies above p,
then P:1 ••• p;r = pOL <; Q, so since Q is prime, Pj <; Q for some j, but OL being
a DEDEKIND domain means that each non-zero prime ideal is maximal and hence that
Pj = Q. Now for any such prime ideal Pi lying above p, we define
e(Pilp) = ei, to be the ramification index of Pi over p, and f(Pilp) = fi, the residue class
degree of Pi over p is the degree of OL/Pi as a field extension of OK lp.
Then we define the norm of Pi with respect to the extension LIK as : NLIK(Pi) = ph.
Definition B.4 If Land K are as above and I is an ideal af L having unique factoriza-
m
tian as a product of prime ideals given by I = ilQ~i, then
i=l
m
i=l
is the norm of I with respect to the extension LIK.
Observation
NL1K(I) is an ideal of K.
Notation
If K = Q, then OK = Z is a principal ideal domain, and we denote the absolute value of
a generator of NLIQ(I) by INL1Q(I) I·
Proposition B.l ([10, Proposition 21}) If L, K and OL are as above, then given any
prime ideal p of K, if Pi are the primes lying above p for i E {I, ... ,r}, then
[L: KJ = Ledi.
'Pdp
Corollary B.l If LIK is a GALOIS extension and I is any ideal of L, then denoting the
GALOIS group of LIK by G, we have that
NL1K(I)OL = IIIT.
TEG
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Proof: Firstly observe that for any prime ideal p of K, the prime ideals lying above pare
conjugates: suppose to the contrary that Q is a prime ideal lying above p which is not
a conjugate of some other prime ideal P which also lies above p. Then, since Q and P
are non-equal maximal ideals, they are co-maximal, and trivially Q and the conjugates of
P are thus also co-maximal so that from the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists
a E Q\ U PT. But then aU cj. U pT for every a EG, so that TI aU cj. U r: as each of
TEG TEG uEG TEG
the ideals P" is prime. However, TI aU= NLIK(a) E OK because a E OL and TI aU E Q,
uEG uEG
so that TI aU E Q nOK = p, while TI a" cj. P, which is a contradiction.
uEG uEG
Now suppose that pOL = P:l ... p:r where PI, ... ,Pr are the distinct primes lying above
p. Then with peK, it follows that pOL = (pOLr for each TE G. Thus pOL = (Pl ... Pr)e
for some index e which is the shared index of ramification of each prime lying above p.
It is also easy to see that I. = h for every i, j E {I, ... , r} since any basis for OL/Pi
over OK /p is mapped to a basis of OL/PJ by T E G. Thus, from the above Proposition,
setting Ji = J, we have that eJr = [L : Kl.
Moreover,
where PI, ,Pr are the distinct conjugates of Pi for any i E {I, ... , r}. Now we know
that (Pl Pr)ef = TI PJ for any i E {I, ... ,r}, as each Pi has precisely r conjugates
TEG
(including itself) and (Pl ... Pr)e = (pr ... p;)e for all T E G (from pOL = (pOLr for
every T E G) implies that the eJr = [L : KJ = #G automorphisms of G must act
transitively on these conjugates. The result then follows from the definition of NLIK(I).D
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Glossary of notation
N the natural numbers
Q the rational numbers
IR the real numbers
C the complex numbers
np the completion of the algebraic closure of the completion of Q under
the p-adic metric
vp(· )
(K,v)
(K,I·I)
IK*I
OK
MK
K
VG(·)
I·IG
R[z]
R(z)
R[[z]]
R{z}
lpm
K
JP>n(K)
Dr(x)
Dr(x)
Cr(x)
deg f
¢'(x)
the p-adic valuation
the valued field K
the norrned field K
the value group of the valuation on the norrned field K
the valuation ring of the valued field K
the maximal ideal of () K
the residue field oK / M K
the GAUSS valuation arising from the valuation v
the GAUSS norm arising from the norm I . I
polynomial ring with coefficients in the ring R
rational functions in z with coefficients in the ring R
ring of formal power series in z with coefficients in the ring R
the algebra of convergent power series in z with coefficients in the ring R
the scheme ProjK[xo, ... ,xn]
K-rational points of IPK
the open disc of radius r about x: {z: Iz - xl < r}
the closed disc of radius r about x: {z: [z - z] ::; r}
the circle of radius r about x: {z: Iz - xl = r}
the degree of the polynomial f
the derivative of the rational function ¢ viewed as a quotient of polynomials
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8p,x
8*P,X
cp*(P)
F(X)
/-l(-)
Zn(CP)
Z~(1))
the tangent space of X at the point P
the cotangent space of X at the point P
the scalar determining the mapping of the cotangent space at P associated to cp
the function field of the variety X
the MOBIUS function
the cycle of n-periodic points of cp
the cycle of essential n-periodic points of 1>
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